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Abstrat
Hyperne struture spetra and isotope shifts of the neutron-rih nulei
99
Nb,
101
Nb,
102
Nb and
103
Nb were obtained at the IGISOL (Ion Guide Isotope Separa-
tor On-Line) faility at the aelerator laboratory of the University of Jyvaskyla.
The data were taken using ollinear laser spetrosopy of bunhed beams. Optial
pumping from the ground state to populate metastable atomi states in the ion
beam ooler allowed eÆient spetrosopy of the ioni system that would otherwise
be inaessible due to a lak of suitable ground state resonane lines. The measure-
ments of the hyperne struture and the isotope shifts ontribute valuable nulear
information to the understanding of the A  100 region whih displays a sudden
onset of deformation that annot be explained by the single partile shell model. It
was possible to onrm the spin assignments for
99
Nb,
101
Nb and
103
Nb as I = 9=2,
I = 5=2 and I = 5=2 respetively. The extrated information on the mean square
harge radii, Æhr
2
i, the magneti dipole moments, , and the eletri quadrupole
moments, Q, onrm a shape hange of nulei at N = 60 from soft and oblate (for
N < 60) to more rigid and strongly prolate shapes (for N  60).
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
The nature and properties of atomi nulei have been the subjet of investigation for
nearly one hundred years now. Sine their disovery by Rutherford in 1911, muh
researh has gone into establishing nulear models by experimental and theoretial
means.
The nulear hart as it is known today onsists of more than 3000 nulei, of whih
only a tiny number are stable, and our understanding of them is still inomplete.
A wide variety of experimental tehniques have been developed over time, eah
ontributing important measurements to broaden and to rene our understanding
of nulear behaviour aross the nulear hart. Experiments nowadays are usually
arried out at large aelerator failities suh as CERN, GSI or Brookhaven Na-
tional Laboratory. Also smaller sale sites suh as the aelerator laboratory of the
University of Jyvaskyla, JYFL, Finland, a Centre of Exellene under the national
entre of exellene program, have established a distint reputation by arrying out
world-lass researh.
The Collinear Laser Spetrosopy work at JYFL is arried out at the IGISOL
(Ion Guide Isotope Separator On-Line) by a ollaboration of the Universities of
Birmingham, Manhester and Jyvaskyla. Collinear Laser Spetrosopy investigates
the hange of nulear size and shape aross isotopi hains. The tehnique takes
advantage of the fat that, as eletrons have got a quantum mehanial probability
1
of being inside the atomi nuleus, the binding energies of the atomi eletrons are
inuened by the size of the nuleus. However, where the energies for eletroni
transitions are in the range of several eletron volts, the shifts in the eletroni
binding energies from one isotope to another are less than one part in a million.
By taking high-preision measurements of eletroni transitions the eets of the
hanging nulear size an be investigated using laser spetrosopi tehniques. The
hange in the mean squared harge radius an be extrated in a model independent
way from the isotopi shift in the measured transitions.
To a rst approximation one would expet the hange in mean square harge
radius, Æhr
2
i, to be a volume eet. As nulear matter has been found to be inom-
pressible, Æhr
2
i should be proportional to A
02=3
 A
2=3
where A
0
and A are the mass
numbers of the heavier and the lighter nuleus respetively. Where this is not the
ase, nulear deformation and nulear shell eets have to be taken into aount.
The hange in the nulear mean squared harge radius itself an be interpreted in
terms of stati and dynami nulear deformation.
Another eet that is measured by Laser Spetrosopy is the hyperne struture
of atomi energy levels. This splitting of the levels is aused by interation of the
nuleus' eletromagneti eld with the eletromagneti elds of the eletrons. The
eet of this interation is of the same order of magnitude as the isotope shift and
it is sensitive to the magneti dipole moment and the eletri quadrupole moment
of the nuleus. The magneti moment gives information about the single partile
orbits inside the nuleus and is therefore sensitive to the shell struture. The eletri
quadrupole moment an be interpreted in terms of the stati deviation of the nuleus
from spherial shape.
Radioative isotopes on either side of the nulear valley of stability an be pro-
dued and investigated at the IGISOL. The often short-lived isotopes are reated
by olliding the high energy ion beam of a K-130 ylotron with a target of sta-
2
ble atoms. Helium gas is used to extrat the reation produts whih are then
aelerated along the beam line towards the interation region where spetrosopi
investigations take plae. To prevent Doppler broadening spoiling the resolution of
the atomi spetrum in question, several tehniques along the laser beam-line are
employed to redue the energy spread; in partiular the introdution of an ion-beam
ooler allows a redution of the energy spread to as little as 1 eV. A further min-
imisation is ahieved by aelerating the ions along the ollinear beam line up to
30 keV. The veloity spread of the ions in the diretion of aeleration is now so
small that the natural linewidth of the atomi transition is easily resolved by the
ollinearly inoming beam of a high-resolution dye laser.
In reent experiments, the Collinear Laser Spetrosopy Collaboration of the
Universities of Birmingham and Manhester has paid partiular attention to isotopes
with Z = 37   42. At N = 60, ten neutrons after the shell losure at N = 50, a
sudden hange in systematis had been observed in both mass measurements [1, 2℄
and the hange in mean squared harge radii of rubidium (Z = 37) [3℄ and strontium
(Z = 38) [4℄, as well as B(E2; 2
+
1
! 0
+
1
) rates [5℄. The onset an be desribed as an
inrease in quadrupole-deformation and has been onrmed in zironium (Z = 40)
[6, 7℄, and yttrium (Z = 39) [8, 9℄. Reent laser spetrosopi measurements of the
molybdenum hain (Z = 42) [10℄ do not show the sudden onset of deformation in
the mean squared harge radii at N = 60 but a very gradual inrease in size from
the N = 50 losed shell to a maximum value at N = 66.
Unfortunately, the investigation of the niobium hain (Z = 41) was not exper-
imentally feasible with onventional laser spetrosopy due to the non-availability
of suitable ioni transitions. The eÆieny with whih an ioni transition is mea-
sured in laser spetrosopy is determined by its transition strength and the initial
population of the lower eletroni level. Following the Boltzmann distribution, the
eletroni population in thermal equilibrium is naturally highest in the ground state
3
of any atomi system. For a long time, this irumstane restrited the tehnique
to transitions from atomi ground states and very low lying exited states. Where
suitable atomi ground state transitions are available this does not pose a problem,
however, in niobium all but one ground state transition proved to be too short in
wavelength in order to be aessible with the available dye laser system; and this
one ground state transition proved too weak to be useful for spetrosopi purposes.
This was one motivation that led to the development of the optial pumping
tehnique. A laser beam with a broad linewidth of 5 GHz is introdued into the
ion beam ooler and optially pumps ions from the ground state into exited states.
From there they de-exite through allowed deay branhes and populate low lying
metastable states as well as falling bak to the ground state to be re-exited. This
method allows one to artiially enhane the population of low-lying metastable
states suÆiently to perform laser spetrosopi measurements from them. This
newly developed tehnique signiantly extends the sope of ollinear laser spe-
trosopy at the IGISOL and allows one to aess many atomi systems that were
not manageable before. The appliation of the new tehnique had its premiere in the
spin determination of
100
Y [11℄ and was used to measure the harge radii systematis
of neutron-deient niobium isotopes [11, 12℄.
In July 2008, Collinear Laser Spetrosopy was suessfully performed on neutron-
rih niobium isotopes at the IGISOL. The isotopes were produed via proton indued
ssion of uranium and the analysis of the isotope shifts and the hyperne strutures
and the subsequent extration of the hange in mean squared harged radius, the
magneti dipole and eletri quadrupole moments will be the subjet of this thesis.
4
Chapter 2
THEORY
The data that are obtained by spetrosopi means are the isotope shift and the
hyperne struture of ioni transitions. An introdution to these terms is given
below. It is also explained how they onnet to the nulear information that is
extrated from them, namely the hange in nulear mean squared harge radius, the
magneti dipole moment, the eletri quadrupole moment and the nulear spin.
Nulei are known to show single partile behaviour that is desribed by indepen-
dent partile shell models. Nuleons outside lled shells are alled valene nuleons
and determine the spin of the nuleus. Nulei with lled shells are known to be
very stable and show a spherial shape that an be modelled well by the spherial
shell model. Further information about the single partile motion of the nuleons
in a nuleus an be retrieved from the interpretation of the magneti moment of
the nuleus. However, nulear matter also shows olletive behaviour and outside
losed shells the olletive motion of all nuleons leads to statially deformed nulei.
The deformation is quantied by the quadrupole moment and is inorporated in
independent partile models suh as the Nilsson model [13℄.
Laser spetrosopy deals with the harge radius of the nuleus rather than its
matter radius. In most ases neutrons and protons are distributed equally in the
nuleus and the harge and the matter distribution have nearly equal shape. The
harge radius is thus diretly aeted by hanges of the nulear volume from one
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isotope to another or by hanges in the deformation. As nulear matter is inom-
pressible, a hange in deformation will lead to an inrease or derease in the measured
mean square harge radius.
2.1 The Hyperne Struture
The hyperne struture is a splitting of the atomi ne struture levels, aused by the
interations of the nuleus with the eletrons. On the nulear side, the interation
is governed by the magneti dipole moment  and the eletri quadrupole moment
Q. Higher order terms have been found to be mostly negligible [14℄.
Following the lassial idea, a stati dipole moment is produed from urrent
loops. The urrent I produed by an orbiting proton with harge e over the time T
of one orbit is
I =
e
T
= e
!
2
(2.1)
where ! is the angular frequeny. The magneti moment 
l
through the area A =
r
2
whih is enlosed by the urrent loop is

l
= AI = r
2
e!=2 (2.2)
The magnitude of the orbital angular momentum l of the proton with mass m
p
is
l = m
p
!r
2
(2.3)
Combining 
l
and l and using the eigenvalue for the quantum mehanial angular
momentum l~:

l
=
e~
2m
p
l (2.4)
In the nuleus, the orbital magneti moment 
l
and the spin magneti moment
6
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
s
ombine vetorially to give the magneti moment

j
= 
l
+ 
s
(2.5)
In the nuleus, the orbital angular momentum l and the spin s of a single nuleon
ombine to give the angular momentum j = l + s. Vetorial summation over all
nuleons gives then the total angular momentum of the nuleus I =
P
j. This
modies equation (2.5) to

j
= g
l
l+ g
s
s (2.6)
where g
l
and g
s
are the g-fators of the orbital angular momentum and the spin
respetively. Due to the g-fators, the total magneti moment  of the nuleus and
the spin I are not parallel. However, the magneti moment preesses around the
nulear axis I and the only omponent that is not averaged out is the omponent

I
along the nulear spin diretion I [15℄

I
= g
I
I (2.7)
The nulear magneti dipole moment is sensitive to the ontributions of single
partile orbits of the protons. As neutrons are not harged, there will be no orbital
ontribution to the dipole moment and g
l
= 0 for a neutron, whereas g
l
= 1 for
protons. Both the proton and the neutron have spin ontributions to the total
magneti moment whih indiates their underlying quark struture (g
s
(p) = 5.5858,
g
s
(n) =  3.8261).
Quantum mehanially, the expetation value hi of the magneti dipole moment
operator  for a nuleon an be expressed as
hi =
Z
	

(r
0
; m = I)  	(r
0
; m = I)dv
0
(2.8)
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where 	 is the wave funtion of the respetive nuleon and the integration is over the
full nulear volume. Per denition the magneti moment is measured for maximum
projetion onto an arbitrary z-axis of the nuleus.
In the spherial shell model, valene nuleons are seen as single partiles out-
side an inert ore. Due to the strong pairing fore, the magneti moment of every
two idential nuleons should be equal and opposite, so that the value of the total
magneti moment of the nuleus is determined by the last unpaired nuleon. This
value an be estimated and was rst done so by Shmidt in 1937 [16℄. For a single
nuleon in a spherial shell model onguration, the total angular momentum of a
single nuleon with orbital angular momentum l and spin 1=2 is j = l  s. The
Shmidt estimate is alulated as follows
hi = [g
l
(j   1=2) + 1=2g
s
℄
N
for j = l + 1=2 (2.9)
hi = [g
l
j(j + 3=2)
(j + 1)
  1=2
j
j + 1
℄
N
for j = l   1=2
where 
N
is the nulear magneton. For odd-odd nulei, the vetor sum of the
moments of the odd neutron and the odd proton are taken sine
g
1
j
1
+ g
2
j
2
= g
J
I = 
I
(2.10)
Experimentally, the measured value of the magneti moment an be onsiderably
dierent from the Shmidt-estimate. This is due to a mixture of quantum mehanial
states in single partile levels and ontributions from \ore" nuleons. An example
for the quantum mehanial mixing of states is the deuteron, where 4% of a d-wave
is required to explain the experimental value of the magneti moment. For a full
explanation see [13℄.
In order to measure the magneti moment of the nuleus by probing atomi ele-
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trons, an interation energy needs to exist between the two. This interation energy
is aused by the interation of the nulear magneti moment with the magneti eld
B
e
of the eletrons at the nuleus. The interation Hamiltonian is
^
H =  
I
 B
e
(2.11)
As the magneti moment  is proportional to nulear spin I (equation (2.7))
and the magneti eld of the eletrons is proportional and anti-parallel to the total
angular momentum of the eletrons J , the Hamiltonian an be re-written as
^
H = AI  J (2.12)
where
A =

I
B
e
IJ
(2.13)
and I and J are the vetors of the nulear spin and the eletroni total angular
momentum respetively and they do not ommute with
^
H. I and J ouple vetorially
to a total angular momentum F, ausing a splitting of the atomi ne struture
levels.
Thus
F = I+ J
) F
2
= I
2
+ J
2
+ 2I  J
) I  J =
1
2
(F
2
  I
2
  J
2
) (2.14)
The quantum mehanial expetation value of I  J is found using their assoiated
quantum numbers I, J and F
hI  Ji =
1
2
[F (F + 1)  I(I + 1)  J(J + 1)℄ (2.15)
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The energy E
HFS
of the hyperne interation is the expetation value of the
Hamiltonian
^
H
E
HFS
= h
^
Hi = AhI  Ji
E
HFS
=
A
2
[F (F + 1)  I(I + 1)  J(J + 1)℄ = A
K
2
(2.16)
where K = F (F +1)  I(I +1)  J(J +1). F an take on all values from jI   J j 
F  jI + J j in integer steps and thus determines the number of resulting hyperne
levels.
In atoms, where nulei have spin I > 1=2 and eletroni energy levels have an-
gular momentum J > 1=2 , an additional interation allows the measurement of the
eletri quadrupole moment, Q
s
, of the nuleus. As the nuleus is usually rotating
in the lab frame, it is the spetrosopi quadrupole moment Q
s
that interats with
the gradient of the eletri eld reated by the eletrons at the nuleus h

2
V
z
2
i, where
V is the eletri potential.
The Hamiltonian of the interation energy between the nulear quadrupole mo-
ment and the eletri eld gradient is [17℄
^
H = eQ
s


2
V
e
z
2

[3(I  J)
2
+
3
2
I  J  I(I + 1)J(J + 1)℄
2I(2I   1)(2J   1)
(2.17)
where I and J are the operators of the nulear spin and the total atomi angular mo-
mentum respetively, while I and J are their respetive eigenvalues. The magnitude
of the quadrupole interation is usually smaller than the dipole interation.
Via projetion, the intrinsi quadrupole moment, Q
0
, of the nuleus an be in-
ferred from the spetrosopi quadrupole momentQ
s
. The intrinsi eletri quadrupole
moment stems from a non-spherial harge distribution of the nuleus. A small
ontribution an arise from a single valene proton orbiting outside a spherially
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symmetri nuleus. Large quadrupole moments arise from olletive motion of all
nuleons and the nuleus would then be seen as statially deformed. Statially
deformed nulei our in mid-shell regions.
Quantum mehanially the expetation value Q
0
of the intrinsi quadrupole mo-
ment an be obtained from the quadrupole operator
eQ
0
=
Z
X
i=1
e
Z
	

(3z
2
i
  r
2
i
)	 d (2.18)
where 	 is the olletive wave funtion of the protons and the integral is over the
whole nulear volume.
Here, the nulear symmetry axis is taken to be in the z-diretion. For a spherial
harge distribution the quadrupole moment would vanish as r
2
= x
2
+ y
2
+ z
2
and
x
2
= y
2
= z
2
, therefore 3z
2
  r
2
= 0. For a partile orbiting in the xy-plane, z
2
= 0
and Q
0
/  r
2
giving a negative quadrupole moment whih orresponds to an oblate
deformed nuleus. A positive quadrupole moment orresponds to a prolate deformed
nuleus.
The spetrosopi quadrupole momentQ
s
is onneted to the intrinsi quadrupole
moment Q
0
of the nuleus via the nulear spin I and 

Q
s
= Q
0
3

2
  I(I + 1)
(I + 1)(2I + 3)
(2.19)
where 
 is the projetion of the spin onto the intrinsi nulear symmetry axis.
Normally, 
 = I for ground state nulei and long lived isomers, but 
 6= I for
exited nulear states that involve rotational energy.
The total interation energy of the hyperne splitting an be summarized as
E
HFS
=
A
2
K +
B
4
3
2
K(K + 1)  2I(I + 1)J(J + 1)
I(2I   1)J(2J   1)
(2.20)
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where A is dened in eqn (2.13) and K in eqn (2.16) and
B = eQ
s
h

2
V
z
2
i (2.21)
Figure 2.1 shows how a ne struture level splits into several hyperne struture
omponents under the inuene of the eletron-nulear interation. Experimentally,
transitions between eletroni levels are being measured and instead of measuring
the transition between two ne struture levels, transitions are now possible between
a range of non-degenerate hyperne struture levels, leading to a strethed out
spetrum of several hyperne struture peaks.
The number of peaks seen in suh a ase is determined by the seletion rules.
Transitions of F = 0;1 are allowed between the hyperne levels of two dierent
ne struture levels with the exeption of F = 0! F = 0. As well as the number of
omponents, I, J and F also govern the relative intensities of the observed transition
peaks [18℄. The absolute magnitude of the splitting is determined by the interval
fators A, eqn (2.13), and B, eqn (2.21), and is typially between a few hundred
MHz and a few GHz. The frequeny shift Æ
i
of one hyperne omponent i relative
to the unsplit entroid frequeny ! - whih would be existent without the hyperne
interations - is given by
Æ
i
= f
u
1;i
A
u
+ f
u
2;i
B
u
  f
l
1;i
A
l
  f
l
2;i
B
l
(2.22)
Here A
u;l
and B
u;l
are the interval fators of the upper level u and the lower level l
and [19℄
f
j
1;i
=
F
j
i
(F
j
i
+ 1)  J
j
(J
j
+ 1)  I(I + 1)
2
=
K
j
i
2
f
j
2;i
=
3=2K
j
i
(K
j
i
+ 1)  2I(I + 1)J
j
(J
j
+ 1)
4I(2I   1)J
j
(2J
j
  1)
(2.23)
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are funtions of the angular momentum that determine the relative splitting of the
hyperne levels in one energy level and j = u; l. Using measurements of the hyperne
struture, it is usually possible to extrat the nulear spin as well as the magneti
dipole moment and the eletri quadrupole moment.
Figure 2.1 shows the hyperne struture of a transition in stable ioni niobium.
The nulear spin is I = 9=2 and J = 1 in the lower and J = 1 in the upper level.
This leads to the seven hyperne struture peaks that are displayed in the spetrum.
The hyperne oeÆients A and B (eqn (2.13) and eqn (2.21) respetively) are the
observables and the magneti moment and quadrupole moment an be determined
for an unstable nuleus N
0
if a value for the stable isotope N is known. In this ase
A
N
u;l
A
N
0
u;l
=

N
=I

N
0
=I
(2.24)
whih allows 
N
0
to be extrated. Similarly
B
N
u;l
B
N
0
u;l
=
Q
N
Q
N
0
(2.25)
In 1950, Bohr and Weisskopf [20℄ disovered that the ratio A
i
=A
j
is not as on-
stant as would be expeted from equation (2.24), as it assumes that both nulei are
point dipoles. Bohr and Weisskopf showed that the anomaly an be aounted for
if the magneti moments are allowed to be some distribution of magnetism over the
whole nulear volume rather than a point dipole. As the nulear magneti moment
is probed by the eletroni wave funtion, a magneti moment that is smeared out
over the whole nulear volume would have a measurable eet. However, the ele-
troni wave funtion has to have a high density at the nuleus itself whih is the ase
for s- and p
1=2
-wave funtions. The extended magnetisation will lead to a hanged
13
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) transition at 290.8237 nm in
93
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ne stru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ne struture level
is represented by the horizontal dotted line. The entroid of the transition is repre-
sented by the vertial dotted line.
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hyperne onstant
A =

I
(1  )B
e
IJ
(2.26)
where
 '  (ZR
0
=a
0
)(a
0
=2ZR
0
)
2(1 )
(R
2
=R
2
0
)
Av
(2.27)
here, a
0
is the Bohr radius, R
0
is the nulear radius,  = (1 Z
2

2
)
1=2
and  is the
ne struture onstant. The eet of the hyperne struture anomaly is usually less
than 1% and is negligible in lighter atoms. Experimentally, a deviation of 0.33% has
been measured in rubidium [21℄.
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2.2 The Isotope Shift
Isotope shifts are shifts in the transition frequeny of the same eletroni transition
along an isotopi hain. However, whereas the transition energy is in the range of
eV , the energy perturbations ausing the isotope shifts lie in the order of 10
 6
eV .
If  is the frequeny of the partiular transition, then the isotope shift Æ between
two isotopes A and A
0
an be written as
Æ
A;A
0
= 
A
0
  
A
(2.28)
There are two dierent ontributions to the isotope shift in a transition: the
mass shift Æ
AA
0
MS
and the eld shift Æ
AA
0
FS
. The eld shift gives information about
the hange in the mean square harge radius Æhr
2
i, whereas the mass shift ontains
no information about nulear struture but needs to be evaluated as part of the
isotope shift. To a good approximation the isotope shift an be given by [22℄
Æ
A;A
0
= Æ
A;A
0
MS
+ Æ
A;A
0
FS
(2.29)
The Mass Shift
The mass shift an be expressed as
Æ
A;A
0
MS
= (
A
0
  A
AA
0
)M (2.30)
where M is the isotope independent mass shift and (
A
0
 A
AA
0
) is the mass fator. To-
gether they form the mass shift Æ
AA
0
MS
for an isotope pair [22℄.
The mass shift onsists of the normal mass shift Æ
NMS
and the spei mass
shift Æ
SMS
and an be written as
Æ
MS
= Æ
NMS
+ Æ
SMS
(2.31)
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whih an be obtained from energy onsiderations: The kineti energy operator
^
T
of an atom an be dened as
^
T =
p^
2
n
2m
n
+
X
i
p^
2
i
2m
e
(2.32)
where p
n
and m
n
are the momentum and mass of the nuleus and p
i
and m
e
are
those of the eletrons. For a stationary atom, momentum will be onserved and
p
n
+
P
p
i
= 0. Therefore
^
T =
( 
P
p^
i
)
2
2m
n
+
X
i
p^
2
i
2m
e
=
P
i
p^
2
i
2m
n
+
2
P
ij
p^
i
p^
j
2m
n
+
X
p^
2
i
2m
e
=
1
2
m
n
+m
e
m
n
m
e
X
i
p^
2
i
+
1
m
n
X
ij
p^
i
p^
j
(2.33)
The rst term in eqn (2.33) orresponds to the normal mass shift Æ
NMS
. The
normal mass shift ours due to the fat that the nuleus does not have an innite
mass and therefore, the nuleus and the eletrons rotate around a ommon entre
of mass [23℄. Hene, the Æ
NMS
represents the hange in reoil kineti energy of the
nuleus [22℄ with a single orbiting eletron. It ontributes a xed perentage to the
energy of eah atomi level in the atom and an be alulated exatly.
The seond term, the spei mass shift Æ
SMS
, arises from orrelations between
the eletrons in the atom. These orrelations are dependent on the onguration of
the level onerned and hene, on the wave funtions of the eletrons [23℄. Analyti-
ally the spei mass shift an be alulated aurately if the wave funtions of the
eletrons are known. This is the ase only for very light atoms up to beryllium [24℄.
In heavier atoms the spei mass shift an be determined experimentally using the
King Plot tehnique (see setion 5.4).
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Figure 2.2: Coulomb potential of a point like nuleus (0) and two nite sized nulei
(1) and (2) with radii r
1
and r
2
respetively and r
2
> r
1
[56℄
In a level, the spei mass shift is usually small ompared to the value of the
normal mass shift and an be treated as a perturbation [23℄. However, in a transition
it an be several times bigger than the normal mass shift. As the transition only
piks up the dierential hange in the two level shifts, the normal mass shift whih
is of the same order of magnitude in both levels partially anels.
The Field Shift
The eld shift arises from the fat that a real nuleus has got a nite size and the
often used innitely deep Coulomb potential of a point like nuleus is not appliable.
In general the protons and neutrons will oupy a larger volume in a heavier
isotope [23℄ and the Coulomb potential whih interats with the eletrons has to be
modied (Figure 2.2).
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The spatially extended mean squared harge radius of the atomi nuleus an be
obtained diretly from the nulear harge distribution (r) by
hr
2
i =
1
R
0
(r)r
2
dV
1
R
0
(r)dV
(2.34)
The extended harge distribution weakens the binding potential for eletrons in
the nulear region, leading to a small energy shift ÆE
FS
from one isotope to another
in the respetive eletroni energy level [25℄
ÆE
FS
= 
a
3
0
h
Z
j	(0)j
2
f(Z)Æhr
2
i
AA
0
(2.35)
This shift is determined by the non-relativisti probability density of the eletron
at the nuleus j	(0)j
2
and the hange in the mean squared harge radius Æhr
2
i i.e.
the eletrostati interation between the nuleus and the eletron. a
0
is the Bohr
radius, Z is the atomi number and f(Z) is a known funtion that inreases with
Z and that ontains orretions due to relativisti eets and the nite size of the
nuleus.
For the eld shift to be seen in a transition, the hange of the eletron density
at the nuleus j	(0)j
2
has to be looked at. This leads to the usual expression for
the relativisti frequeny shift in a transition [26, 27℄
Æ
FS
=
a
3
0
Z
j	(0)j
2
f(Z)
| {z }
=F
Æhr
2
i (2.36)
The eld shift will be biggest for a transition whih involves a big hange of
eletron density at the nuleus, namely an s-eletron going to a p-state [22℄, as an
s-eletron has got a relatively large probability of being inside the nuleus whereas
the eletroni density at the nuleus is negligible for a p
3=2
-eletron. However, the
hange in eletron density at the nuleus j	(0)j
2
is always the total hange and
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has additional ontributions from other eletrons that are aeted from a hange in
sreening from the nuleus as the atom hanges state.
The eld shift also inreases with inreasing Z. This is aounted for by the
relativisti orretion funtion f(Z) and is also impliit from j	(0)j
2
as eletrons
will have an inreased nulear density in higher Z nulei. (The attration is stronger
and the wave funtion is drawn in.) The total isotope shift will then be dominated
by the eld shift. In the intermediate region around Z ' 40 the mass shift and the
eld shift will be of similar size.
The eld shift an now be written as a produt of eletroni and nulear infor-
mation
Æ
AA
0
FS
= F  Æhr
2
i
A;A
0
(2.37)
where F is known as the eletroni fator.
This expression has to be amended for heavier elements as the inreased eletron
energy makes the eletrons more sensitive to the nulear shape. Therefore higher
order terms of the nulear harge distribution need to be taken into aount and
Æhr
2
i is replaed by 
AA
0
= Æhr
2
i
AA
0
+
C
2
C
1
Æhr
4
i
AA
0
+
C
3
C
1
Æhr
6
i
AA
0
+ ::: This was rst
done by Seltzer [28℄ and 
AA
0
is alled the Seltzer moment. The ratios C
i
=C
1
are
tabulated fators that were re-alulated by Blundell [29℄.
2.3 The mean square harge radius
Absolute harge radii of stable isotopes are usually obtained through eletron sat-
tering and from eletroni K X-ray or muoni X-ray data [30℄. These methods are
sensitive to dierent quantities of the nulear harge distribution. Elasti eletron
sattering is able to reveal the nulear harge distribution (r). Eletroni K X-rays
give the dierene in mean square harge radius Æhr
2
i between isotopes but are lim-
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ited in their energy resolution. Muoni X-rays give a quantity alled the Barrett
moment hr
k
e
 r
i whih takes into aount the hange of the muoni wave funtion
aross the nulear volume [31℄. Combined, these methods give a valuable alibration
for absolute nulear harge radii. However, all these methods require the availability
of bulk target material and an only be used for stable or very long lived isotopes.
They are unsuitable for short-lived isotopes whih is why laser spetrosopy is so
very useful. By using absolute harge radii as a alibration, laser spetrosopy an
extend the systematis of harge radii in isotopi hains a long way into neutron-rih
and neutron deient regions.
The hange in the mean square harge radius from one isotope to another an
be asribed to two eets: Obviously the addition of neutrons will alter the volume
of the nuleus. However, even at onstant volume a deviation of the nuleus from
a spherial shape an hange the measured mean square harge radius hr
2
i. A
deviation from a spherial shape is usually expressed in the form of the spherial
harmonis. For a simple uniform harge distribution with a sharp surfae, the shape
deviation would be aounted for as
r = r
sph
(1 +
X

i
Y
0
i
) (2.38)
where Y
0
i
are the spherial harmonis, 
i
are their oeÆients and r
sph
is the radius
of a spherial nuleus with the same volume. Using eqn. (2.34), the mean square
harge radius an now be obtained by integration over the whole spae
hr
2
i ' hr
2
i
sph
(1 +
5
4
X
i
h
2
i
i) (2.39)
The quadrupole deformation parameter 
2
is dominant in the Z ' 40 region and
higher orders in i an be negleted.
As a real nulear surfae possesses a diuse edge, this needs to be taken into
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aount. The Helm model proposes folding a sharp edged distribution with a Gaus-
sian one whih inreases the total hr
2
i by a term of hr
2
i = 3
2
. Here,  is the
width of the Gaussian distribution. The mathematial advantage is that all multi-
pole moments of (r) are independent of  and eqn (2.38) and (2.39) an be used
unhanged for the evaluation of hr
2
i [27℄.
For the dierential hange in the mean square harge radius eqn (2.39) translates
into
Æhr
2
i = Æhr
2
i
sph
(1 +
5
4
X
h
2
i
i) +
5
4
hr
2
i
sph
X
Æh
2
i
i (2.40)
where the rst term of the sum aounts for the hange in volume for two nulei
with the same deformation; and the seond shows the eet on Æhr
2
i due to a hange
in deformation.
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2.3.1 Nulear Deformation
The deformation of the nuleus an be dynami as well as stati in nature, allowing a
deformed nuleus to vibrate around its equilibrium shape. Deformed nulei have got
a non-spherial equilibrium shape [13℄, but also utuations around the zero-point
an aet the observed nulear radius.
The quadrupole deformation parameter 
2
is dened as the oeÆient of the
spherial harmoni Y
0
2
= (5=16)
1=2
(3 os
2
   1) in eqn (2.38). This spherial har-
moni desribes a quadrupole deviation of the nuleus from a spherially symmetri
shape. The nuleus an be statially deformed leading to stati moments, but in-
dependently from that it an also show an instantaneous dynami deformation.
Therefore the deformation parameter an be written as a sum of stati and dynami
ontributions: 
2
= 
2;st
+ 
2;dyn
. Thus, 
2;st
will just be a onstant oeÆient
whereas 
2;dyn
has a time-dependene. For a vibrating nuleus, a single point on
the nulear surfae an be seen as arrying out harmoni motion about its equilib-
rium position. Figure (2.3) illustrates the interplay of the stati and the dynami
omponent of the deformation parameter.
For the mean square harge radius, 
2
is squared and

2
2
= 
2
2;st
+ 
2
2;dyn
+ 2
2;st

2;dyn
(2.41)
Averaging over time gives
h
2
2
i = h
2
2;st
i+ h
2
2;dyn
i (2.42)
revealing that the expression for the mean squared harge radius ontains informa-
tion about both stati and dynami deformation. As 
2;st
is onstant, h
2
2;st
i 
h
2;st
i
2
.
Similarly the quadrupole moment Q
0
an be onneted to the deformation pa-
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Deformation
Spherical
Staticdeformation
Oscillation around deformed shape
Oscillation around spherical shape
Time
Figure 2.3: The two omponents of the deformation parameter 
2
: stati
and dynami.
rameter h
2
i
Q
0

5Zhr
2
i
sph
p
5
h
2
i(1 + 0:36h
2
i) (2.43)
where h
2
i ontains only information about stati deformation. hr
2
i
sph
is the mean
square harge radius of a spherially symmetri nuleus. A nuleus with an average
spherial shape would possess h
2
i = 0.
Experimentally, the evaluation of the hange in the mean square harge radius
and the quadrupole moment an give not only information about a permanent de-
formation from spherial shape, but also about the rigidity of the nuleus. For very
rigid nulei h
2
2;dyn
i is expeted to be small and h
2
2
i ' h
2
2;stat
i. In this ase h
2
2
i in
equation (2.39) an be replaed by h
2
i
2
.
In soft nulei, h
2
2;dyn
i will make up a substantial amount of h
2
2
i and h
2
2
i >
h
2
2;stat
i. This is known as -softness. Mirosopi alulations in rubidium (Z = 37)
[32℄ demonstrate how the -softness an be related to potential energy surfaes of
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a)
Energy
b)
b
Figure 2.4: a) Potential well of a soft nuleus with mean deformation
h
2
i  0. The shallow shape of the potential well allows the nuleus to
freely utuate around its equilibrium shape. b) Potential well of a rigid
nuleus with mean deformation h
2
i > 0. The steepness of the potential
well onnes the nuleus to a rigid shape.
nulei. Figure (2.4) illustrates how the softness of a nuleus an be related to its
potential energy. A nuleus in a shallow potential energy well has got the freedom
to vibrate about its equilibrium shape without hanging its energy. A nuleus in a
steep well is not able to vibrate a lot and the energy levels are muh further apart,
indiating that the nuleus annot be exited as easily.
2.4 The Nilsson Model
The Nilsson model was developed as a unied model to ombine the spherial shell
model and the eets of nulear deformation.
The spherial shell model assumes an extreme form of single partile behaviour
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for all nulei in the nuleus. The solutions of the Hamiltonian
^
H	 = 	+ V (r)	 (2.44)
lead to a struture of shells that are oupied by the nuleons. Here,  is the
Laplae operator and V (r) =
 V
0
1+e
(r R)=a
is the Wood-Saxon potential. The model is
rened by the introdution of the spin-orbit interation V
0
^
l  s^ leading to large shell
gaps at so alled magi numbers. At these magi numbers, nulei have been found
to be very stable and of spherial shape. The shell struture of nulei has been well
established experimentally and is diretly evident in the harge radii systematis
and in neutron and proton separation energies.
In midshell regions nulei have been found to be well-deformed and the spherial
shell model is not suited to explain their properties that are often aused by olletive
behaviour of the nuleons. In 1955 S G Nilsson [33℄ developed a unied model, the
Nilsson Model, that inorporates deformation into the single partile model.
Figure (2.5) shows an axially symmetrially deformed nuleus and projetion
of the nulear spin onto the symmetry axis. Where the spin omponent along the
symmetry axis itself is still a onstant of motion, any odd nuleon that is moving in
this now deformed potential does not possess a onserved spin any more. This leads
to a lifting of the (2j + 1) degeneray of the energy levels for a spherial potential
and the resulting energy levels are referred to as Nilsson states. Figure (2.6) shows
the Nilsson diagram for neutrons, 50  N  82 [34℄.
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Figure 2.5: The spin projetions of the total angular momentum I for
an axially symmetrial deformed nuleus. M is the projetion onto the
lab axis, K is the projetion onto the nulear symmetry axis.  is the
projetion of the orbital angular momentum vetor ` onto the nulear
symmetry axis and  is the projetion for the spin vetor s. For most
ground state nulei, the spin is determined by the last unpaired nuleon
and K = 
.
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Figure 2.6: Nilsson diagrams for neutrons 50  N  82 [34℄
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2.5 Atomi Theory
In a real atom there are usually many available energy levels for eletrons to deay
from or be exited to. In terms of angular momentum J and parity , optial
transitions from one energy level to another are allowed if
J = 0;1
 =  1
Transitions of the kind J = 0! J = 0 are forbidden.
The hange in population of atomi energy levels due to the atom-laser inter-
ation an be desribed by the rate equations. In a two level system with upper
level i and lower level k, the Einstein oeÆient A
ik
desribes the probability for the
proess of spontaneous de-exitation. Whereas spontaneous de-exitation with the
emission of a photon is a purely statistial proess, exitation and de-exitation an
also our as an interation proess of the atom with the eletri eld of an inoming
beam of light. This beam an be provided for example by a laser beam. The eletri
eld interats with the atom and indues stimulated exitation and de-exitation
of eletrons. This probability is desribed by Einstein's B-oeÆients B
ki
and B
ik
.
Both proesses are illustrated in Figure (2.7).
The A-oeÆient
The strength with whih the exited eletrons deay bak by optial transitions into
the ground state or other available metastable states in the absene of an external
eletri eld is expressed by Einstein's A-oeÆient for spontaneous deay. Every
deay branh has got an individual A-fator A
i
. The total A-fator of an energy
level is obtained by summing up all A
i
's of the individual deay branhes,
P
A
i
= A.
The total transition strength A is related to the lifetime  of the transition via
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Bki
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Bik Aik
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Figure 2.7: The proesses of a) stimulated exitation b) stimulated de-
exitation and ) spontaneous de-exitation
A = 1= . The lifetime of the produed metastable states depends on the available
deay options. When deay via eletri dipole transitions is forbidden, for exam-
ple by parity onsiderations, deay an take plae via other means than eletri
dipole transitions (e.g. 2-photon proesses, quadrupole...). The radiative lifetime
for these proesses is orders of magnitude longer and the energy level is then alled a
metastable state. The deay of levels due to ollisions depends on pressure and den-
sity of the surrounding gas. The lifetime of the level is also onneted to the natural
linewidth of a transition. Using the Heisenberg Unertainty Priniple, E  ~, the
lower frequeny limit Æ for the FWHM of the natural linewidth an be alulated
as follows [35℄
E = h 
h
2

hA
2
,  
A
2
(2.45)
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2.5.1 Interation between atoms and light
The B-oeÆient an be onneted to the interation proess between the light and
the atom. The eletri eld of inoming light an interat with the eletrons of an
atom and ause them to transit from one energy level to another. The interation
an be treated in a semi-lassial way using perturbation theory. The wave funtion
	(~r; t) desribes the interation as a solution to the time-dependent Shrodinger
equation
i~
	
t
=
^
H	 (2.46)
where
^
H =
^
H
0
+
^
H
P
. Here,
^
H
0
is the Hamiltonian of the unperturbed atomi
system and
^
H
P
introdues a perturbation to the quantum mehanial system due
to a lassially desribed eletri eld
~
E(t) and
~
E(t) =
~
E
!
os(
~
k:~r   !t)
=
1
2
~
E
!
(e
i(
~
k:~r !t)
+ e
 i(
~
k:~r !t)
) (2.47)
As the wavelength of the inoming light is usually several orders of magnitude bigger
than the diameter of the atom, the spatial variation of the eletri eld aross
the atom an be seen as small and the atom will respond to the eld with an
instantaneous dipole moment ~p =  e~r. The perturbation Hamiltonian will now
beome
^
H
P
=  ~p:
~
E(t) (2.48)
The solutions to equation (2.46) will have the form
	(~r; t) =
X
n
a
n
(t) 
n
(r)e
 iE
n
t=~
(2.49)
where  
n
(r) are the time independent wave funtions of the unperturbed system
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and E
n
are the orresponding energy eigenvalues. The a
n
(t) are the oeÆients of
the spatial wave funtions. If the atom is in state i at t = 0 then a
i
(0) = 1 and
a
n6=i
(0) = 0. An expliit expression for ja
k
(t)j
2
would then desribe the probability
that a transtition has taken plae between the states i and k after some time t.
Corney [17℄ shows that by substituting (2.49) into (2.46) and using several other
steps, the probability ja
k
(t)j
2
of nding the atom in the exited state k is obtained
as
ja
k
(t)j
2
=
e
2
4~
2
jhkj~r
~
E
!
e
i(
~
k:~r)
jiij
2
sin
2
((!
ki
  !)t=2)
((!
ki
  !)=2)
2
(2.50)
Here !
ki
= (E
k
  E
i
)=~ is the transition frequeny between the two energy states
E
k
and E
i
and ! is the frequeny of the inoming monoromati light [17℄. The
exponential term in the matrix element in equation (2.50) an be expanded by a
Taylor expansion: e
i(
~
k:~r)
 1 + i(
~
k:~r)  
1
2
(
~
k:~r)
2
::: As kr is small ompared to 1,
jhkj~r
~
E
!
e
i(
~
k~r)
jiij
2
in equation (2.50) redues to the matrix element of an eletri
dipole operator jhkj~r
~
E
!
jiij
2
.
For isotropi and unpolarized radiation, the average over all possible diretions of
the polarization of the dipole vetor
~
E
!
gives a matrix element jhkj~rjiij
2
. It emerges
that this matrix element is diretly proportional to the Einstein oeÆient B

ik
for
stimulated absorption (for a full derivation see [17℄).
B

ik
=
e
2
3
0
~
2
jhkj~rjiij
2
(2.51)
The transition probability per unit time P
ik
for stimulated exitation or de-
exitation is proportional to the Einstein B-oeÆient and to the energy density of
radiation per unit bandwidth (!
ki
) at the angular frequeny !
ki
P
ik
= B

ik
(!
ik
) (2.52)
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The A- and the B-values are onneted by
B

ik
=

2

3
~!
3
ki

g
k
g
i
A
ki
(2.53)
[17, 36, 37℄. The g
i
and g
k
are the multipliities, (2J + 1), of the energy levels
E
i
and E
k
with angular momentum J
i
and J
k
. A large A-value indiates a large
B-value and therefore a high probability for exitation.
The natural linewidth of a transition is determined by the lifetime of the upper
energy level and leads to a Lorentzian line shape. Line broadening an our through
ollisions and saturation eets and most importanly through Doppler broadening.
A good overview about natural linewidth and line broadening proesses is given in
Haken and Wolf [38℄.
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2.5.2 Optial Pumping
Optial pumping is a proess in whih eletrons are raised (pumped) into a higher
lying energy state. The proess was developed by Brossel, Bitter and Kastler in the
early 1950s [39℄. Eletrons are seletively stimulated by an inoming monohromati
beam of light that mathes their transition frequeny. In laser spetrosopy, the laser
beam is polarised and the ions are distributed isotropially in spae, hene the overall
population of ions will behave as if enountering an unpolarised beam of light. In
thermal equilibrium, the oupation of atomi energy levels with eletrons follows a
Boltzmann distribution
N
i
N
k
=
g
i
g
k
e
 
E
i
 E
k
kT
(2.54)
When eletrons are pumped into a metastable state, the thermal equilibrium of the
system is disturbed. However, this is only possible if the lifetime of the metastable
state is suÆiently long, i.e. the eletrons do not immediately relax bak into their
initial energy state. In this way, the population of an upper state an be artiially
enhaned, often to the extent of the omplete de-population of the ground state.
Figure (2.8) shows a very simple pumping sheme. The eletrons are exited
from E
J
k
into the upper energy level E
J
i
and relax bak into the lower energy
levels aording to the probability for spontaneous emission A
ik
and A
in
(setion
2.5). Usually seletion rules (equation 2.45) allow routes into dierent low lying
energy states. Then, if there are no opposite parity states at lower energies, the
eletrons are loked, as further relaxation from the low lying metastable E
J
n
state
into the ground state E
J
k
is forbidden by parity onsiderations.
The eÆieny of a partiular pumping sheme an be estimated by omparing A-
oeÆients of dierent transitions. The redistribution of the ground state population
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EkJp
r(wki)Bki Aik
EiJp
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Figure 2.8: A simple pumping sheme with three levels. The eletrons are pumped
into level E
J
i
and build up a population enhanement in E
J
n
as eletri dipole
transitions between E
J
n
and E
J
k
are forbidden by parity.
an be simulated using rate equations
dN
i
dt
=  N
i
A
ik
 N
i
A
in
+ (!
ki
)B

ki
N
k
  (!
ki
)B

ik
N
i
dN
k
dt
=  (!
ki
)B

ki
N
k
+N
i
A
ik
+ (!
ki
)B

ik
N
i
dN
n
dt
= +N
i
A
ik
(2.55)
where (!
ki
) and B

ki
are dened as in equation (2.52) and equation (2.53). An
inrease in population in level E
n
will take plae even if A
in
< A
ik
as transitions
bewteen E
n
and E
k
are strongly hindered and any deay into E
n
will eventually
build up.
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2.6 Non-Linear Optis
The theory of non-linear optis desribes the behaviour of light in non-linear me-
dia. Using rystals without reetion symmetry, it is possible to generate higher
harmonis of a beam of light. This method is applied experimentally to laser beams
in order to ahieve the short wavelengths required for the experiment.
If light travels through a medium, the eletri eld strength of the light wave
auses a polarization
~
P of the eletri eld of the atoms in the medium. For normal
light soures, the strength of the polarization is diretly proportional to the eletri
eld strength
~
E of the inoming light. For high intensity light suh as laser light
the polarization eets are non-linear and must be expressed by taking into aount
higher order terms
~
P = 
0
(
1
~
E + 
2
~
E
2
+ 
3
~
E
3
+ :::) =
~
P
1
+
~
P
2
+
~
P
3
+ ::: (2.56)
where
~
P is the total polarization, 
i
are the eletri suseptibility tensors and 
0
is
the permittivity of free spae [40℄.
For an inoming light wave
~
E =
~
E
0
(sin!t) equation (2.56) beomes
~
P = 
0

1
~
E
0
sin!t+ 
0

2
~
E
2
0
sin
2
!t+ 
0

3
~
E
3
0
sin
3
!t:::
= 
0

1
~
E
0
sin!t+

0

2
2
~
E
2
0
(1  os 2!t) + ::: (2.57)
The seond order polarization term represents a proess alled seond-harmoni
generation (SHG). It means that when a photon eld of high power density passes
through a medium, two photons of frequeny ! an oalese to form a photon of
frequeny 2!. This is frequeny doubled light.
In isotropi media 
2
= 0 and the seond term in equation (2.57) vanishes. Thus,
only ertain rystal lasses are suitable to generate frequeny doubled light in the
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rst plae. In pratie, an additional hallenge is the prodution of enough intensity
of the doubled light. The diÆulty is posed by the frequeny dependene of the
refrative index n as usually n
!
6= n
2!
even within a suitable rystal. Sine the
2!-wave is produed all the way through the rystal, the dierent ontributions will
ontinuously fall out of phase with eah other. They will only ombine onstru-
tively if a proper phase relationship is maintained between the 2!-wave and the
fundamental !. Experimentally, this an be done using a birefringent rystal. Here,
n
!
= n
2!
an be arranged [40℄ by tilting the angle of the rystal. Another method to
math the refrative indies is to use the temperature dependene of the refrative
index and heat the rystal until n
!
= n
2!
.
Although equation (2.57) indiates the generation of tripled and quadrupled
light, at JYFL these frequenies are not produed diretly from the fundamental
!. The probability of three or even four photons merging together is simply too
small. Instead, tripled light is ahieved by oalesing the fundamental ! with already
doubled light of frequeny 2! to form ! + 2! = 3!. Quadrupled light originates
from 2! + 2! = 4!.
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EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY
The radioative isotopes investigated in this work were produed at the IGISOL
(Ion Guide Isotope Separator On-Line) at the University of Jyvaskyla ylotron
laboratory [41℄. After ollision of a high energy proton beam with stable target
material, several elements are used to form a beam of puried mass and low energy
spread out of the generated produts. Stable isotopes an be produed from an
eletrial disharge soure inside the IGISOL. After extration from the IGISOL,
the singly harged ions are sent through a mass separating magnet. The puried
beam is then ooled down to thermal energies in the ion beam ooler [42℄. As a
result, the beam partiles are energetially deoupled from their state of prodution
in the IGISOL. Additionally, the ions an be held inside the ion beam ooler for up
to several hundred milliseonds whih introdues a time struture to the otherwise
ontinuous beam. The ion beam ooler is also the ideal plae to optially pump the
ions into metastable states. The ions are then extrated and an aeleration voltage
of 30 kV is applied to guide the ions to the interation region where they meet a
high resolution laser beam for interrogation. The aeleration redues the Doppler
spread of the ions in the diretion of travel and the reorded hyperne struture an
be resolved down to the order of the natural linewidth of the transition.
Figure (3.1) gives a shemati overview over the key elements in the experimental
setup. During online experiments, the rst 90
Æ
bend after the ooler an be de-
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Figure 3.1: Shemati diagram of the layout of the IGISOL beam-line.
ativated and the beam an be direted onto a germanium detetor for an initial
identiation of the produed isotopes. When ativated, the 90
Æ
bend leads the
ions onto the seond oor where the interation region is loated. The eletri
quadrupoles are used for guidane of the radioative beam.
The prodution mehanism and the neessary steps for beam formation will be
explained in more detail below.
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3.1 Isotope Prodution at the IGISOL
At JYFL, a K-130 ylotron is used to produe light ion beams for online-experiments.
The IGISOL is designed for light-ion fusion as well as ssion reations and the re-
ation produts are extrated using a buer gas. The very short extration time of
the reation produts and the hemial insensitivity of the extration mehanism is
a partiular advantage of the IGISOL method and isotopes with half-lives as short
as 10 milliseonds have been investigated [43℄. The hemial insensitivity allows
the prodution of even refratory isotopes. On the downside of this method, the
reation produts leave the IGISOL with an energy spread of about 250 eV where
other onventional ISOL failities ahieve thermal energy spreads.
In this experiment a ssion ion-guide was used inside the IGISOL. The inoming
ylotron beam hits a natural uranium target and a plasma of high momentum
ssion produts (200 MeV) is reated in the ion-guide (gure 3.2). The target
foil is situated at an angle of 7
Æ
to the beam diretion to maximise the target
thikness in the beam diretion. A separation foil shields the plasma from the exit
of the IGISOL. Helium gas is introdued into the hamber at about 250 mbar to
take out the ssion produts. The ssion produts are slowed down by passing
through the hamber separation foil and reombine to singly harged ions via three-
body ollisions. The material of the hamber separation foil is often made of stable
isotopes of the isotopi hain under investigation in order to give a alibration isotope
during the spetrosopy. The desired harge state for the ssion produts and stable
ions is 1+ as all other harge states will be lost during further travel into the beam
line.
When leaving the IGISOL, all ssion produts are guided into the SextuPole Ion
Guide (SPIG). The SPIG onsists of six segmented rods that have an alternating
radio frequeny eld superimposed on to a DC-voltage along the rods. The SPIG
is divided into two segments that have DC osets of 1-2 V [44℄ to guide the ions
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Figure 3.2: Sheme of the ssion ion guide in the IGISOL as well as the SPIG and
the extration eletrode.
along the sextupole forming rods. Neutral atoms of all masses will be lost into
a large vauum pump under the SPIG. Ions of the wrong harge state and light
ions (e.g. He-ions) will be lost beause their trajetories are not supported by the
spei RF- and DC-elds of the SPIG. In this way only a range of singly ionised
ssion produts will survive through the SPIG on stable trajetories. These are then
further aelerated into the beam line by the extration eletrode.
Behind the SPIG an extrator is plaed at a 10 kV lower potential than the
IGISOL (30 kV). The aeleration of the beam is ahieved through eletri potential
dierenes along the beam line. The beam tube behind the extrator lies at ground
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potential. Beam formation along the beam line is ahieved through eletrostati
lenses. Isotope separation takes plae through a mass separating magnet. The
magnet allows masses with one seleted harge to mass ratio, q/m, to pass and has
a mass resolving power of
M
M
= 200 to 500 [45℄. This mass separation is reasonably
aurate although very abundant masses were observed to ause a tail into other
q/m ratios. Also, isobari ontamination annot be prevented or suppressed.
O-line Beams
For o-line experiments an eletrial disharge soure an be plaed inside the
IGISOL hamber. Stable sample material of the element of interest is deposited
at the athode and a voltage of  500 V is applied aross a little gap to the anode.
This voltage auses sputtering and ionisation of the sample material and hene,
stable ions for spetrosopy. Beam extration takes then plae as desribed above.
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3.2 The Beam Cooler
The ion ooler was introdued into the beam line to improve the quality of the ioni
beam whih then inreased the sensitivity of the whole experiment. The quality of
the beam is mainly improved by reduing the beam emittane and the longitudinal
energy spread. The redued spread dereases the Doppler broadening of the beam
and allows better resolution of the atomi spetra. Also, the redued beam emit-
tane allows an improved overlap of the ioni and the laser beam, leading to better
experimental eÆieny.
The underlying priniple is the one of a mass separating Paul trap [44℄: The
main part of the ooler onsists of four rods that are segmented [46℄. They form a
quadrupole that has an alternating voltage applied (gure (3.3)). This voltage fores
the ions into irular motion, reating a spiral pattern along the beam diretion. The
ions are already deelerated when they enter the ooler and a small voltage gradient
along the beam axis auses the ions to drift towards the opposite end of the ooler
(see voltage prole in gure (3.4)). The total voltage V at one segment an be
expressed as:
V = V (z) + V (x; y) (3.1)
where V (x; y) = V
0
sin(!t). In a mass separating Paul trap, ertain masses form
stable trajetories for a given frequeny. For the beam ooler the range of masses
that reah the end of the ooler through stable trajetories is inreased by the
addition of helium as a quenhing gas. The inoming ions undergo ollisions in the
gas that onnes them more and more onto the entral beam axis, so that at the
end of the ooler the ions will have nearly ompletely lost their radial spread.
The trajetories of the beam partiles an be expressed by dierential equations
that are known as Mathieu equations [46℄. Experimentally, the optimum onditions
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are determined by looking at the transmission through the ooler as a funtion of
frequeny and pressure. Figure (3.5) shows this on the example of a stable beam of
89
Y
2+
. The number of beam partiles that exit the ooler is plotted as a funtion of
gas pressure. It appears that the beam yield is highest for a pressure of 6.4  10
 5
mbar.
Experiene has shown that the optimum ooler pressure for a partiular isotope
diers for a radioative beam with respet to a stable beam. Due to the dierent
prodution mehanisms (setion 3.1), radioative beams have initially a wider en-
ergy spread and a higher emittane than beams that are produed from eletrial
disharge soures. Therefore, they require a higher gas pressure in the ooler in
order to redue their energy spread.
A further appliation of the beam ooler is to ontrol the time struture of the ion
beam. A voltage trap that an be reated by appliation of a voltage to the endplate
of the ooler allows the olletion of a bunh of ions whih are then simultaneously
released towards the interation region (dotted line in gure (3.4)). This bunhing
of the ion beam has allowed for a very sensitive laser spetrosopy tehnique to be
developed, whih an redue the bakground by several orders of magnitude. A
more detailed desription will be given in setion 3.3.1.
Optial Pumping
The beam ooler is also the plae where the laser beam for optial pumping is
introdued into the experimental setup. This plae is ideally suited to optially
pump ions into metastable states as the ions have just left the ion guide. The
amount of time spent in the ooler as well as their drifting at thermal energies
ensure a good overlap of the ions and the pulsed laser beam. In bunhing mode the
ions are held in the ooler for up to 200 ms and with a repetition rate of 10 kHz a
single ion an be pumped up to 2000 times.
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Figure 3.3: Segmented RF-region of the beam ooler/ion-drift region [42℄
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Figure 3.4: Shemati voltage prole of the beam ooler in beam diretion. The
dotted line represents the optionally applied trap voltage [42℄
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Figure 3.5: Ion yield of a stable beam of
89
Y
2+
behind the ooler as a funtion of
the quenhing gas pressure at onstant radiofrequeny.
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3.3 Collinear Laser Spetrosopy
After extration from the ooler the ions are again aelerated to their nal energy
(about 30 keV). Over time, laser spetrosopists thought of dierent methods of
overoming the Doppler broadening that under normal onditions spoils the resolu-
tion of atomi lines and overs the details of the transitions whih are of interest.
Collinear laser spetrosopy takes advantage of the fat that the radioative isotopes
of interest are produed as ions. Sine Doppler broadening appears as a result of
the veloity spread Æv of the ions, this veloity spread an be redued signiantly
by inreasing the kineti energy E of the ions via high voltage (see gure 3.6):
E =
1
2
mv
2
) ÆE = mv  Æv
) Æv =
ÆE
mv
(3.2)
where m is the mass of the ion and v its veloity. As an be seen from equation
(3.2), for a onstant energy spread ÆE an inrease of veloity v results in a redued
veloity spread Æv. Therefore, aeleration of the ions allows their spetral lines
to be resolved lose to the natural line width. However, when the ions eventually
meet the laser for interrogation they are Doppler shifted with respet to the laser
beam. Therefore, instead of being tuned to the intrinsi transition frequeny, the
laser needs to be tuned to the Doppler shifted transition frequeny of the ions.
The relationship between the intrinsi transition frequeny 
0
and the shifted
frequeny 
L
is

0
= 
L
(1 +  +
p

2
+ 2) (3.3)
where  =
eV
m
2
. Here, the voltage V applied to the ooler is multiplied by the harge
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e of the ion and m
2
is the rest mass of the spei isotope.
E
v
E
v
v
E
D
D
D
D
Figure 3.6: Relationship between energy spread and veloity spread
An additional onstraint is that the laser frequeny has to oinide with an
iodine absorption peak for the purpose of frequeny stabilization (setion 3.4.2).
The shifted transition frequeny of the ions might not math this ondition. It
is possible to apply an additional voltage to the interation region, so that the
ondition an be met and the total voltage V
total
applied to the ions is then
V
total
= V
C
+ V
t
(3.4)
where V
C
is the voltage applied to the ooler and V
t
the tuning voltage applied to
the interation region.
V
t
an be used to san aross the whole transition and is found by identifying
the appropriate iodine absorption peak in the iodine atlas by Gerstenkorn and Lu
[51℄ and realulating  using
 =
(
0
  
L
)
2
2
0

L
(3.5)
In pratise, the ooler voltage is positive sine it pushes the ions away from the
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ooler. The tuning voltage is usually negative and pulls the ions into the interation
region. The tuning voltage V
t
is always hosen to be at several hundred volts. This is
in order to allow the san itself to start at slightly lower voltage than the expeted
transition. By ontinuously inreasing V
t
during the experiment, all features of
the ioni transition an be brought onto resonane with the laser frequeny and a
spetrum an be reorded.
3.3.1 The Interation Region
The interation region is where the aelerated ion beam and the interrogating laser
overlap and atomi transitions are sanned. The ion beam and the laser meet in a
ollinear arrangement whih maximises the interation time (gure (3.7)).
In order to align the ion beam into a long narrow one, two apertures (6 mm
and 1 mm) are installed along the beam line. Too broad and parallel an ion beam
would require more laser power per unit area over a larger area and inrease the
amount of sattered light and therefore the photon bakground. On the other hand
too tightly a foused beam allows the ions an inreased deviation perpendiular to
the beam diretion at the ost of the veloity omponent along the beam line. This
would mean that the ions on a steep ray path need a higher aeleration voltage
in order to ome to resonane than the ones that travel only in the beam diretion
without a perpendiular omponent.
The light olletion optis at 90
Æ
to the beam diretion ollets the emitted
uoresent photons (gure (3.7)). It onsists of a lens set up that preserves the
spatial resolution of the photons and a spatially segmented photomultiplier tube
(PMT) that onverts the emitted light into an eletroni output signal.
The size of the inoming ion urrent an be measured behind the interation
region, using mirohannel plates for urrents up to 100 000 ions/s or a Faraday up
for large o-line beams. The deetor plates are used to divert the ion beam onto
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Figure 3.7: The interation region showing the ion beam meeting ollinearly with
the laser beam. The resonane photons are olleted via a lens system in the front
of a photomultiplier tube [47℄.
the mirohannel plates.
3.3.2 Bunhing
The method of bunhing the ion beam was introdued in ollinear laser spetrosopy
in order to redue the photon bakground. Where in ontinuous operation every pho-
ton is ounted, in the bunhing method a oinidene gate is applied and times when
no ions pass the photomultiplier tube are ut out. A voltage barrier is applied at the
end of the beam ooler and the ions that are leaving the IGISOL are aumulated
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in the ion ooler to form an ion bunh. The aumulation time (bunhing time)
an be varied and is usually taken to be 100 ms - 200 ms (gure 3.8). After that
the ions are released and the whole bunh is aelerated along the beam line. The
bakground suppression is the ratio of the time of the photomultiplier gate and the
aumulation time in the ooler. As the photomultiplier gate is usually 20 s the
bakground suppression is of the order of 10
 4
.
Dwell Time
Flight Timeof Ions
AccumulationTime
Photon Gate
Figure 3.8: The time sequene of the bunhing method. The dwell time of the
reorded hannel spans the aumulation time of the ions in the ooler and their
ight time to the interation region. While they are passing the photomultiplier
tube a photon gate is applied to reord the uoresent photons.
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3.4 The Lasers
Two dierent laser systems are used in this experiment. For the pumping proess, a
high powered solid state laser system with a broad linewidth and high output power
is employed. The advantage of the high output power is that during the experiment
it allows the light to be led over long distanes into the pumping region and to still
saturate the transition. The broad line width allows overage of the energy width
of the whole hyperne struture of a level.
For the spetrosopy, a narrow line width tunable dye laser system is used. Its
linewidth is smaller than the natural linewidth and is able to resolve the hyper-
ne struture features and the isotope shift. Its tunability allows a large range of
frequenies to be aessed.
3.4.1 The Dye Laser
The laser used for the spetrosopy at JYFL is a Spetra Physis 380 dye laser
whih is pumped by a 532 nm Coherent Verdi laser. Next to its pratial tunability
it has got a narrow linewidth of not more than 2 MHz whih allows easy resolution
of the natural linewidth of atomi and ioni transitions. The ative medium of a
dye laser is dissolved organi dye moleules. They have a large number of exited
states (Figure 3.9) whih supply a large range of possible transitions. Population
inversion is ahieved by pumping the eletrons from the ground state of the S0-band
into the higher lying states of the S1-singlet band from where they deay via fast
non-radiative transitions into the lowest energy level of the S1-band. From there the
eletrons drop bak down into the various levels of the S0-band by photon emission.
As some of the eletrons are lost into the T0-band, the dye has to be irulated
under high pressure to avoid building up to a point where the dye is exhausted.
Using dierent dyes, for example Rhodamine 6G or SR640 [48℄, it is possible to
over a wavelength range of 570 nm to about 750 nm in the fundamental. Figure
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Figure 3.9: Sheme of the energy levels of the dye. Population inversion
is ahieved by exiting eletrons into the S1-band where they pile up in
the lowest available energy level
(3.10) shows the typial dye prole for Rhodamine 6G. The absorption spetrum of
the dye lies at a shorter wave length than the emission spetrum.
A general sheme of the dye laser avity is shown in gure 3.11. It onsists of a
pump mirror that fouses the beam of the Verdi laser onto the dye. It also ontains
the mirrors M1 to M4 whih allow the laser photons to travel ontinuously around
the avity. The length L of the avity supports only wavelengths  that fulll the
ondition
 =
L
n
,  = n

L
(3.6)
where n is an integer number and  is the speed of light. This auses a frequeny
separation of the output modes of  200 MHz [49℄.
Initially the laser photons travel in both diretions around the laser avity, as
the avity does not impose a preferred diretion onto the light. The introdution of
a Uni-Diretional Devie (UDD) ensures that lasing ours only in one diretion in
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Figure 3.10: The typial wavelength spetrum of a dye laser. The ab-
sorption prole of the dye lies in a lower wavelength region than the
emission prole, so that re-absorption of the laser photons into the dye
is not signiant. [49℄.
the avity and no gain is lost by propagation in two diretions. The UDD onsists
of a Faraday rotator and an optially ative quartz ompensator plate. Both rotate
the polarization of the beam by 2
Æ
  3
Æ
. Whilst the rotation in polarization by the
Faraday plate is dependent on the diretion of propagation of the beam, the rotation
aused by the quartz plate is not. The two rotations are opposite to eah other for
light travelling in the orret diretion and no net hange of the polarization is
aused. However, a net hange in polarization is aused for light that travels in the
wrong diretion. The hange is inreased with eah time the light passes through the
UDD. This light is then lost over repeated irulations through the avity, beause
several of the omponents in the laser avity are positioned at Brewster's angle. This
position minimizes reetion losses for horizontally polarised light and suppresses
vertially polarised light [49℄.
A single output frequeny is then seleted using dierent tuning devies. The
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Figure 3.11: The Dye Laser Cavity [49℄
Birefringent Filter (Figure 3.11) is a oarse tuning element for the seletion of a
single output mode. It has a transmission bandwidth of 0:5 nm [50℄ and onsists of
an arrangement of three birefringent plates. A birefringent material possesses the
property to alter the polarisation of transmitted light depending on its wavelength.
Again, the altered polarisation leads to losses at the Brewster surfaes inside the
avity and auses a sinusoidal transmission prole of the Birefringent lter. By
tilting the angle of the Birefringent plate, the point of minimum transmission loss
an be shifted to dierent wavelengths.
A single avity mode is then hosen with the help of a thik and a thin etalon
as explained in Figure (3.12). The thik etalon onsists of two mirrors with a
30% reetive oating. The distane between the mirrors an be hanged using a
hollow ylindrial piezoeletri element. By applying voltage to the piezoeletri
element, the length of the etalon an be altered, allowing avity modes of various
wavelengths to be hosen. The free spetral range of this etalon is 75 GHz. The
thin etalon onsists of a piee of glass that is approximately 0:11 mm thik [49℄.
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Figure 3.12: The interplay of the birefringent lter, the thik and the
thin etalon in the seletion of a single avity mode
Its transmission prole is muh broader than the prole of the thik etalon. It
suppresses neighbouring maxima of the thik etalon and therefore helps prevent
mode hops, i.e. a hange from one supported avity mode to another. The thin
etalon is rarely used.
The eletronially driven galvanometer plates in the avity aount for hanges
in optial path length and together with the thik etalon the laser frequeny an be
hanged ontinously.
Inside the avity all angles are kept small to avoid the eets of astigmatism.
Astigmatism ours if light is inident onto a urved mirror at an angle. The plane
along the major axis of the resulting ellipsoidal light setion will then have a dierent
foal point to the plane along the minor axis. To aount for any residual astigmati
eets, a rhomb is introdued into the avity [50℄.
The rystal for seond harmoni generation is situated inside the laser avity
(gure (3.11)). It is plaed between the mirrors M2 and M3 at the seondary waist
of the beam in order to maximise the power density of the laser beam into the
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rystal. The rystal used in the experiment is -Barium-Borate (-BBO). -BBO
works well for the short wavelengths needed for the spetrosopy of niobium and
proved onvenient to work with in pratie.
3.4.2 Frequeny Stabilization
During the experiment the laser frequeny needs to be stabilised in order to ahieve
the minimum linewidth. Vibrations that run through the building, mehanial noise
and thermal expansion of the avity result in vibration of the avity and a laser
line width that is not yet narrow enough for spetrosopi appliation. Passive
devies like a onrete table for the avity and the use of alloys with a small thermal
expansion oeÆient help stabilise the avity and therefore the optial path length
inside the avity. In order to ahieve the narrow linewidth of 1-2 MHz needed
for spetrosopy, a frequeny loking system is employed. The idea is to monitor
utuations in the laser frequeny by loking to the transmission prole of an etalon
peak.
If light is sent through an etalon, the measured light intensity behind the etalon
gives an indiation on whether the laser frequeny oinides with a transmission peak
or not. This an be used to reate a orretion signal. When the laser frequeny is
adjusted to half maximum of the peak, a deviation in either diretion will result in
an inrease or derease in light intensity. When onverted into voltage, a orretion
signal an be applied to drive the frequeny bak to its initial position.
In the experiment, a ommerial Spetra Physis Stabilok is used for frequeny
stabilisation. The Stabilok ontains two etalons: The laser is loked to the side of
a high nesse referene etalon with a free spetral range that is bigger than the
separation of the laser modes. Additionally a low nesse slave etalon is employed
that takes are of bigger frequeny jumps, like mode hops, that our oasionally.
In the event of a mode hop, the supported laser mode will be far o the high nesse
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Iodine
ReferenceEtalon
Slave Etalon
Locking Position
Figure 3.13: Frequeny Stabilization of the Dye Laser: The laser is eletronially
loked to the bottom of an iodine peak and to the sides of the peaks of a referene
and a slave etalon.
transmission peak, however it will still sit on the same low nesse peak as before.
A servo loop an be used to bring the laser bak to the required frequeny.
Figure (3.13) visualises how the laser is loked about half way on the side of the
referene etalon peak and about two thirds from the maximum of the low nesse slave
etalon. The absorption spetrum of moleular iodine [51℄ is employed to provide an
absolute referene frequeny as the etalon peaks an drift over a long time period.
In this base-loking tehnique, the laser is loked to the bottom of the iodine
absorption peak. A small dither signal is applied to the laser frequeny, (gure
(3.14)) the transmitted light intensity ideally varies with twie the frequeny of the
input voltage. The resulting signal is divided by a referene signal to aount for
utuations in the laser output power. A phase-sensitive detetor (PSD) is used
to ompare the input and output voltage. If the laser frequeny drifts, the phase-
sensitive detetor will reord an output signal with the same frequeny as the input
signal and a orretion signal is sent to the optial omponents in the laser avity
and the optial path length is adjusted.
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Figure 3.14: An osillating voltage is applied to the laser. The frequeny is adjusted
to sit base of an iodine peak for the purpose of frequeny stabilisation. The frequeny
and phase of the output signal allows to determine when the laser is o lok.
3.4.3 The Titanium-Sapphire laser
At the stage of optial pumping in the ooler the ioni transitions are subjeted
to onsiderable Doppler broadening due to thermal motion. A laser system with a
broad linewidth is required to over this broadening. Also, a high powered laser is
neessary sine the experimental setup requires transporting the beam a long way
to its experimental appliation site and the transition should still be saturated. The
solid state laser system, whose lasing medium is a titanium doped aluminium oxide
Al
2
O
3
rystal, (TiSa) provides both these features.
The solid state Titanium-Sapphire laser system used was developed by a ollab-
oration of the Universities of Mainz, Germany, and Jyvaskyla. It is pumped by a
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Figure 3.15: The band struture in a T i : Al
2
O
3
- rystal [53℄. In the rystal lattie,
the degeneray of the 3d levels of the free T i
3+
-ion is lifted and the eletron levels
split into so-alled
2
E
g
and
2
T
2g
- levels. These levels are broadened by eletron-
phonon interations.
pulsed Nd:YAG laser (Lee Laser) at a repetition rate of 10kHz and at a wavelength
of 532 nm [52℄. The Nd:YAG is a Q-swithed laser whih is operated at 10 - 20 W
and an average energy of 1mJ in a pulse of 30  50 ns length.
The pumping wavelength lies lose to the absorption maximum of the TiSa
rystal. Figure (3.15) shows the band struture of the T i : Al
2
O
3
rystal.
The free T i
3+
-ion possesses a 3d valene eletron outside an argon-like ongura-
tion. When implanted into a Al
3
O
3
rystal, the 10-fold energy degeneray of the 3d
level is lifted and so-alled
2
E
g
and
2
T
2g
- levels are formed. The split energy levels
are widened through eletron-phonon interations in the rystal lattie, leading to
a quasi-ontinuous band of energy levels [53℄.
Population inversion is ahieved by raising the eletrons into the higher states of
the upper energy band where it relaxes to the bottom of the band via non-radiative
proesses within pioseonds. Laser photons are emitted when the eletrons drop
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Figure 3.16: The Cavity of the Titanium Sapphire Laser
bak into the various states of the
2
T
2g
-band. The ontinous output spetrum pro-
dued lies in the range of 690  1000 nm [54℄.
The Z-shaped avity is shown in gure (3.16). It onsists of two resonator mirrors
M1 and M2, a highly reeting end mirror HR as well as an output oupler OC
whih provides the outgoing laser beam. The pump beam is introdued into the
avity through the bak of mirror M1 and foused onto the rystal. Sine the
frequeny output of the rystal is ontinuous a birefringent rystal (BF lter) is
introdued into the avity for broad frequeny seletion. Further, an antireetion
oated thin etalon is used to onstrain the ompeting modes as in the ase of the
dye laser avity. The mirrors M1 and M2 are oated with dihroi material whih
transmits the pumping wavelengths and reets the longer TiSa wavelength and
thus deouples the pump beam from the infrared laser beam.
Three dierent TiSa lasers an be operated at the same time. The bandwidth of
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the produed laser light is about 5 GHz whih easily overs the Doppler broadened
hyperne struture. The typial output power of the fundamental is in the order of
2 Watts. Using dierent sets of mirrors, a wavelength range of about 720-930 nm
has been overed.
Seond Harmoni Generation
For experimental purposes the output light is frequeny doubled, tripled or even
quadrupled. Where the frequeny doubling proess has to take plae inside the
avity in ase of the dye laser to make use of maximised power density, the TiSa
laser possesses an external frequeny doubling and frequeny tripling unit. Figure
(3.17) shows the setup of the frequeny tripling unit. The fundamental wavelength is
foused onto a rst frequeny doubling rystal (-Barium-Borate) and a ray of blue
light is produed. The red fundamental and the blue ray are split using a dihroi
mirror that only reets the blue ray. As the polarisation of the doubled light is
rotated by 90
Æ
with respet to the fundamental, a =2-plate is used to bring both
polarisations into the same plane. The light rays are then re-united and foused
onto a seond -Barium-Borate rystal where the photons of eah ray oalese into
photons with three times the frequeny of the fundamental. Frequeny quadrupled
light is produed by sending frequeny doubled light through a seond doubling
rystal. The shortest wavelength that was experimentally ahieved by quadrupling
the fundamental was 205 nm [55℄.
Optial Pumping
For the purpose of optial pumping the beam of the TiSa laser is introdued into the
ion beam ooler. The required light power to saturate the transition in the ooler
is a few mW whih is easily ahieved. The linewidth of the TiSa light inreases in
the frequeny multipliation proess. The unertainty in the laser linewidth is in
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M1
M2 L1 2x
M3
l/2
M4
L4Z1
3xL2 L3
1/2M1 1/2M2
IR(x1)
Blue (x2) Output (x3)
Figure 3.17: Sheme of the frequeny tripling devie. M
i
are mirrors, L
i
are lenses,
Z1 is a ylindrial lens, /2 is a /2 - plate and 2x and 3x refer to the -Barium-
Borate rystals that are responsible for the doubling and tripling proesses of the
inoming light.
the order of 5 - 10 GHz and broad enough to over the Doppler broadened ioni
transition in the ooler.
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Chapter 4
NIOBIUM EXPERIMENT
Oine tests are neessary as preliminary work to experiments. Stable samples of
the element in question are introdued into the IGISOL and atomi transitions are
tested for eÆieny.
4.1 Seletion riteria for a transition
In order to suessfully probe transitions with the high resolution dye laser it is
neessary to nd a transition that provides the best eÆieny. Here, the eÆieny
is dened as
eÆieny =
number of ions/seond
number of photons/seond
(4.1)
Criteria for suitable transitions are usually:
 the transition strength: a high A-value is desirable;
 a high population of the lower energy level. As the atomi level population in
thermal equilibrium follows a Boltzmann distribution, atomi ground states
usually provide the highest population. If spetrosopy should be done from
energy levels other than the ground state, these may have to be artiially
populated;
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 the wavelength of the transition has to be aessible with enough power from
the dye laser system. The dye laser an onveniently aess wavelengths be-
tween 570 nm and 728 nm (285 nm to 364 nm doubled);
 the angular momentum of the lower and upper atomi levels involved should
be relatively low as the total intensity of the transition is spread out over all
hyperne omponents. Therefore, too many hyperne omponents may make
the transitions unsuitable. On the other hand, any J = 0! J = 1-transition
will give a hyperne struture of at most three peaks. In an experiment in
neutron-rih yttrium this proved an insuÆient number of peaks in order to
t all parameters and it was not possible to unambiguously assign the spins
in
100
Y and
102
Y [56℄. For this reason the experiment had to be repeated at a
later date using another transition [11℄.
4.2 Oine tests
A number of transitions in niobium were tested oine before the atual experiment.
Only one ground state transition was aessible with the dye laser, all other tran-
sitions start from metastable states and an be expeted to benet from optial
pumping (table (4.1)). The ground state transition proved weak when investigated
further (table (4.2)).
In all these lines, the biggest hyperne struture omponent was sanned without
optial pumping. If the eÆieny looked promising, further investigation of the
whole transition was done using optial pumping in the ooler. The eÆieny on
the biggest hyperne struture peak is generally more meaningful than the total
transition eÆieny as the total eÆieny distributes over all hyperne struture
peaks. Hene, even a strong transition an appear weak and unsuitable if many
hyperne omponents are present.
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Table 4.1: Possible spetrosopy lines in niobium [57℄
Wavelength A-value E
lower
Conguration E
upper
Conguration
(nm/air) (1/s) (m
 1
) (m
 1
)
286.1091 2.046e+08 2356.760 5s
5
F
1
37298.200 5p
5
D
o
0
286.5611 1.630e+07 0.000 4d
4 5
D
0
34886.330 5p
3
D
o
1
286.8519 1.417e+08 2629.070 5s
5
F
2
37480.030 5p
5
D
o
1
287.8731 1.092e+07 158.990 4d
4 5
D
1
34886.330 5p
3
D
o
1
287.9385 6.551e+06 801.380 4d
4 5
D
3
35520.830 5p
3
D
o
2
290.8237 1.201e+08 2356.760 5s
5
F
1
36731.790 5p
5
F
o
1
319.4972 1.148e+08 2629.070 5s
5
F
2
33919.200 5p
5
G
o
3
320.6342 6.867e+07 7505.780 5s
3
F
2
38684.960 5p
3
G
o
3
322.5475 1.196e+08 2356.760 5s
5
F
1
33351.000 5p
5
G
o
2
The pumping wavelength of the Titanium:Sapphire laser was set to exite the
transition 4d
4 5
D
0
(0.00 m
 1
) ! 5p
3
D
o
1
(34886.330 m
 1
) at 286:5611 nm. This
transition is partiularly suitable for pumping as it diretly populates many of the
lower lying states with spins I = 0; 1 and 2. One of the populated states is the
2356.760 m
 1
5s
5
F
1
-level whih an then at as a starting point for spetrosopy.
Figure (4.1) shows the pumping sheme used to populate the 5s
5
F
1
(2356.760
m
 1
) - state whih is then used to probe the 5s
5
F
1
(2356.760 m
 1
) ! 5p
5
F
o
1
(36731.790 m
 1
) transition at 290.8237 nm. Eletri dipole transitions between low
lying metastable states are forbidden by parity onsiderations, but de-exitation an
take plae via ollisions.
Collisions mainly take plae in the beam ooler where the ions are ooled to ther-
mal energies. The number of ollisions is drastially inreased when the bunhing
potential is applied and the ions are held in the ooler for up to 200 ms. At this
point any signiant metastable population that may be present is expeted to relax
bak into the ground state. It is at this stage where the introdution of the pumping
beam is ruial in order to hold the population of that partiular metastable state
that should be used for spetrosopy.
The results of the oine investigations are displayed in table (4.2). As the table
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4d4 5D0 0.000 cm
-1
5p 3D1
o 34886.330 cm-1
5p 5F1
o 36731.790 cm-1
158.990 cm-1 4d4 5D1
2356.760 cm-1 5s 5F1
12805.980 cm-1 4d4 3F2
Figure 4.1: The pumping sheme and the transition used for laser spetrosopy in
niobium.
shows, the lines 2356.760 m
 1
5s
5
F
1
! 36731.790 m
 1
5p
5
F
o
1
at 290.8237 nm
and 2356.760 m
 1
5s
5
F
1
! 33351.000 m
 1
5p
5
G
o
2
at 322.5475 nm seem both
equally suitable. The deision was made in favour of the 290.8237 nm transition
on grounds of the hyperne struture: As gure (4.2) shows, its hyperne struture
has fewer omponents due to the lower spin of the upper state and is therefore
narrower. It also possesses two very pronouned doublets. This means that less
san time is needed to over the transition. The intensity of the transition versus
pump power was investigated to ensure that the pump beam is able to saturate the
atomi transition. The power was measured diretly behind the tripling unit. The
graph is shown in gure (4.3). As the beam of the TiSa laser is led over a long
distane, power losses our along the way when the beam is reeted on several
mirrors. The power that arrived inside the beam ooler may not be more than a
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Table 4.2: EÆieny of the tested spetrosopy lines
Wavelength A-value eÆieny eÆieny eÆieny
(nm/air) (1/s) without pumping with pumping with bunhing
286.1091 2.046e+08 1 in 70500
286.5611 1.630e+07 1 in 182000
286.8519 1.417e+08 1 in 98000
287.8731 1.092e+07 1 in 570000
287.9385 6.551e+06 not detetable
290.8237 1.201e+08 1 in 37500 1 in 11000 1 in 6700
319.4972 1.148e+08 1 in 35000 1 in 23000
320.6342 6.867e+07 not detetable
322.5475 1.196e+08 1 in 14600 1 in 9400 1 in 6750
few mW.
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Figure 4.2: The spetra for the 5s
5
F
1
(2356.760 m
 1
) ! 5p
5
F
o
1
(36731.790 m
 1
and the 5s
5
F
1
(2356.760 m
 1
) ! 5p
5
G
o
2
(33351.000 m
 1
) transitions (290.8237
nm and 322.5475 nm respetively)
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Figure 4.3: Intensity urve of the atomi transition 4d
4 5
D
0
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m
 1
! 5p
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o
1
(34886.330 m
 1
) at 286:5611 nm as a funtion of TiSa output power.
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4.3 Online Experiment
A proton beam of 30 MeV energy and 6.2 A intensity was direted onto a natural
uranium target in the IGISOL to give a U(p; f)-reation. Natural uranium ontains
99.3 % of
238
U whih has got a ssion ross setion of 1.536(31) barns at 30 MeV
[58℄. It has been found that the valley of the assymetri yield-urve of uranium
ssion produts inreasingly attens for higher ssion energies [14℄. At 30 MeV the
two maxima are still present with one of them peaking at A ' 100. Rinta-Antila
[59℄ demonstrates that zironium is the most dominant isotope in the A = 100
isobars under the given onditions. The separation foil in the ssion ion guide
ontained a strip of stable
93
Nb. In the ourse of the reation they are knoked out
by the reation produts and provide a referene beam of
93
Nb
+
. Before atual laser
measurements ould be taken, the settings along the beam line had to be optimised
and alibrations had to be arried out.
The main aim was to optimise both the beam transport of the ions along the
beam line and the spetrosopi eÆieny. These are mainly governed by the gas
pressure inside the ion-guide and the ooler. As a rst step the helium pressure
in the IGISOL and the settings of the SPIG needed to be adjusted to give the
optimum extration of the radioative ions into the beam line. The produed ssion
fragments arry a high momentum and need to be slowed down, re-ombine with
the eletrons and be arried out o the IGISOL. For this reason a higher helium
pressure is required than for oine work where the ions are produed in a lower
harge state and the momentum arried by the produts is signiantly lower. Due
to this dierent prodution mehanism, the population of metastable states is also
expeted to dier. A helium pressure of about 250 mbar was found to give the best
result for the extration. The ion urrent leaving the IGISOL was measured on a
Faraday up behind the mass separating magnet. The mass separating magnet itself
was alibrated using the inert gas xenon.
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The next step was to nd out whih isotopes were being produed in the U(p; f)-
reation. For this reason the ion beam with the ssion produts was steered through
the ooler at an initial pressure of 3.6 mbar and onto a beam stop in front of a high
resolution germanium detetor. The ssion produts pile up in front of the gamma
detetor and most of them quikly deay via -deay. During the deay proess a
asade of gamma rays is produed by the de-exiting daughter nulei. The total
probability for the emission of a  ray is expressed by the I%, whih is the produt
of the branhing ratio and the relative intensity, i.e. the probability for a nulear
level to be populated times the probability of the level to deay while emitting a 
ray. Sine we are talking about many  rays, the observed peak intensity on the 
detetor is diretly orrelated to the probability for that deay path. Usually the
strongest  rays of a partiular nuleus are used to identify the mother and daughter
nulei. In this experiment,  rays of zironium, niobium and molybdenum isotopes
ould be identied.
The optimisation of the ion beam was then arried out on mass A = 99 using the
121.7 keV  ray that is visible in zironium from yttrium 
 
-deay. Using the 121.7
keV  ray, the intensity of the proton beam was varied from 2 A - 8 A while 
measurements were taken repeatedly for 30 s. The magnet mass reading was varied
in steps of a tenth of a mass unit until the maximum ion yield was found. Then the
ooler inlet pressure was optimised to give optimum transmission. The nal settings
used in the experiment were a proton beam intensity of 6.2 A and a ooler pressure
of 2.7 mbar.
The total
99
Y ion rate passing the ooler an roughly be estimated from the
observed  rate. The nal rate of the 121.7 keV -ray in steady state was about 200
/s. The  -detetor eÆieny for a 100 keV -ray may not be better than 20%.
In our setup it was used at a 90
Æ
angle to the inoming beam and due to the solid
angle the overall eÆieny may not be better than 10%. This suggests a total of
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2000 's emitted per seond. The absolute intensity of the 121.7 keV -ray is 46.9%.
This suggests a total of about 4200 ions/s of
99
Y being present in the beam. A later
reading on the mirohannel plates at the end of the beam line gives a total number
of 20000 ions/s for A = 99.
A similar alulation for
101
Nb using the 276.2 keV  ray suggests a number
of about 750 niobium ions/s being present in the beam. This is based on the
observation of 466 's in 30 s and a branhing ratio of 21%. The mirohannel
plates on the end of the laser beamline around that time gave readings of 4400 -
8000 ions/s. Flutuations are due to drifts of the settings along the beam line.
A = 100 isobars were reorded as 4000 - 7000 ions/s. These numbers agree with
measurements of Rinta-Antila [59℄ that were taken in an IGISOL ssion experiment
with 30 MeV protons. The beam was puried in the Penning trap and the
100
Nb
ontent in the A = 100 isobar amounted to a fth of the total beam of  4300 ions.
The true fration will slightly hange due to the short lifetime of
100
Y (t
1=2
= 735
ms) ompared to the time it took to reord a data point on the spetrum (50 yles
at 220 ms per yle) [59℄.
The  rate for dierent isotopes was heked on several oasions throughout
the experiment. Other observed -rays were E

= 97:785 keV and 137.723 keV
from
99
Nb deay. Also E

= 600:5 keV and 535.60 keV from
100
Nb-deay and
E

= 296:611 keV from
102
Nb-deay.
Spetrosopy was done on the 5s
5
F
1
(2356.760 m
 1
)! 5p
5
F
o
1
(36731.790 m
 1
)
-line at 290.82 nm. The dye laser was loked to the bottom of the iodine peak
at 17428.6352 m
 1
. It was pumped at 4 Watts and gave an output of  1
mW UV-light. The photon bakground from sattered laser light was typially
250 photons/seond with utuations between 200 photons/seonds and 350 pho-
tons/seonds in some of the sans. The TiSa produed a fundamental wavelength
of  = 859.9353 nm whih was tripled to give a wavelength of  = 286.5611 nm
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Table 4.3: Nulear Data of the investigated neutron-rih niobium isotopes aording
to the Table of Nulides [60℄
Mass A Half-life t
1=2
State Spin, Parity I
pi
(MeV)
93 stable 0.000 9/2
+
99 15 min 0.000 9/2
+
99
m
2.6 min 0.365 1/2
 
101 7.1 s 0.000 (5/2
+
)
102 1.3 s 0.000 1
+
102
m
4.3 s 0.000
103 1.5 s 0.000 (5/2
+
)
105 2.95 s 0.000 (5/2
+
)
(4d
4 5
D
0
(0.000 m
 1
) ! 5p
3
D
o
1
(34886.330 m
 1
)). The power of the frequeny
tripled light behind the tripler was 15 mW. The time taken to san isotopes
99
Nb,
101
Nb,
102
Nb and
103
Nb was more than 36 hours with 18 hours for
99
Nb alone.
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ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
During the experiment, spetra of the isotopes
99
Nb,
100
Nb,
101
Nb,
102
Nb,
102m
Nb
and
103
Nb were taken. The most intense, highest frequeny omponent (right-hand
side of the san) in the hyperne struture of
93
Nb was used for alibration and
regularly re-sanned in between sans of the radioative isotopes. The t of the
hyperne struture is neessary not only for the extration of the magneti moment
and the quadrupole moment but also for the extration of the entroid of the tran-
sition. The frequeny dierene between the entroid of the transition and that of
a referene isotope is the isotope shift.
For the measurements, the ions are aelerated to the light olletion region.
For eah ion bunh, the aeleration voltage is ramped by a step and the number
of deteted ouresent photons is stored in a data hannel. In this way, the laser
frequeny repeatedly sans aross a region and repeated sans make a run. In the
analysis, the runs are onverted from hannel number to voltage and from voltage
to frequeny. Sans are typially 25, 50 or 100 hannels long and the voltage applied
is 1 - 2 Volts/hannel, where 1 V  14 MHz (for this mass region and aeleration
voltage).
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5.1 Analysis of
99
Nb-spetra
Having the same spin, I

= 9=2
+
, as
93
Nb, the
99
Nb-isotope will also have seven hy-
perne omponents. Under the assumption that hyperne anomalies are negligible,
the ratios of A
u
=A
l
and B
u
=B
l
from
93
Nb will be onstant aross the isotopi hain.
This redues the number of free parameters and a san of 3 omponents in the
99
Nb
hyperne struture (hfs) should be suÆient to determine the respetive A and B
oeÆients and the entroid position of the struture. During the experiment, the
most intense omponent on the right-hand side and a doublet on the right-hand side
of the expeted entroid of the transition were sanned. The reorded spetrum is
displayed in gure (5.1). Between runs, alibration sans of a peak in
93
Nb were
taken. The onversion of all the alibration peaks of
93
Nb revealed that a big jump
of nearly 83 MHz (about 3 hannels) had ourred between two alibration peaks
as shown in gure (5.2).
Smaller drifts of up to about 10 MHz (about 0.5 hannels) are not unusual due
to drifts of the laser frequeny along the base of the loking iodine peak or a shape
hange of the loking iodine absorption peak due to temperature variations. A full
investigation on temperature eets on iodine absorption spetra an be found in
the thesis of B Cheal [61℄. The big frequeny jump aets all sans taken before or
after the jump and all data for the
99
Nb isotope now fall into two groups, one before
and one after the shift. As in between measurements of molybdenum had taken
plae and interrupted the niobium measurements, it ould be that slight hanges in
steering and adjustment of the equipment an be held aountable for the ourrene
of the jump. A seond jump of this magnitude annot be observed anywhere else
in the data set. The size of the jump was determined by evaluating all of the
93
Nb-
alibration peaks and taking the weighted means of seven peaks before and six after
the jump that are diretly enlosing relevant spetra.
Usually, dierent sans of the same region an be summed up in order to use
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Figure 5.1:
99
Nb hyperne struture: a) RHS doublet b) RHS omponent. The
RHS doublet was sanned several times and for the hfs t the sans were grouped
into three sets: The long 50 h spetrum inorporates 3078 sans before the big
frequeny jump, the 25 h spetrum (dotted) ontains another 1449 sans; the third
25 h san (solid line) represents the 903 frequeny orreted sans that were taken
after a frequeny jump of 82.87 MHz had ourred. This jump was then aounted
for by shifting the spetrum.
all available information. For a summation, sans need to have the same number of
hannels. Unfortunately the data of the spetra taken of the doublet struture are of
relatively poor quality. In order to double-hek that the spetra taken indeed on-
tain real information, a statistial analysis was performed before the atual analysis
of the hyperne struture spetrum. This was done using a sum of full 50 hannel
sans before the frequeny jump and inorporated 3078 sans (see gure 5.3).
The total number of sans performed for the doublet region was 5430. However,
this also inludes 25 hannel sans that annot be inluded in the same statistial
analysis as the 50 hannel sans. It was assumed that all bakground in the spetrum
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Figure 5.2: The frequeny position of the
93
Nb alibration peaks that were taken
before and after every san of a
99
Nb omponent. The big gap in run numbers is
due to measurements of molybdenum that took plae in the intervening time. A big
and sudden shift of about 83 MHz ourred after those measurements. The error in
the frequeny positions is of the order of 3 MHz and has been omitted for larity.
should be Poisson distributed with the same mean value. The average number of
ounts for a hannel was alulated to be x
exp
= 25:14. For this test we expet
the existene of an ideal Poisson distribution with the same mean value as the
experimentally obtained mean value, i.e. we require x
exp
= x
predited
= x. For
a Poisson distribution, x an be identied with 
2
, the predited variane of the
distribution. The real spread of the data taken is alulated as
s
2
=
1
N   1
N
X
i=1
(x
i
  x)
2
(5.1)
where N is the number of hannels. This gave s
2
= 37:47.
The ideal and the real distribution of the data points an be ompared using the

2
-method [62℄. 
2
is dened as

2
=
(N   1)s
2

2
=
(N   1)s
2
x
; (5.2)
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Figure 5.3:
99
Nb hyperne struture omponent: RHS doublet, sum of full 50 han-
nel sans.
where (N 1) is the redued number of degrees of freedom (d.o.f). The 
2
- method
ompares the two varianes in order to deide how likely the reorded data are
indeed Poisson distributed. For data that an be perfetly desribed by a Poisson
distribution (and hene ontains mere bakground) we would expet

2
(d:o:f)
=
s
2
x
' 1 (5.3)
For the 50 hannel sans, 
2
=(d:o:f:) = 1:49. Using a hi-squared distribution
table (p-table) [63℄, one an nd the probability, p, that a random sample from a
true Poisson distribution would have a larger value of 
2
than the spei value
shown in the table [62℄. For the 50 hannel san, p = 0.015, indiating that the
utuation of the data points in the spetrum was abnormally large. The spetrum
was then divided into two 25 hannel parts. The left half showed x = 23:32, 
2
= 0.62 and p = 0.9. The p-probability indiates that the data in this part of the
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spetrum are showing very small utuations, even for a Poisson distribution. For
a perfet t of the ideal Poisson distribution, p = 0.5 would be expeted. Hene,
the left half of the spetrum is quite doubtless mere bakground. For the right
half of the spetrum, x = 26:96, 
2
= 2:04 and p = 0.001. This is an extremely
small probability, indiating very large utuations in the measured spetrum. It
is fundamentally dierent from the distribution of the left half of the data points.
The onlusion is that the unusually large utuations in the bakground an be
onneted to the presene of non-bakground omponents, i.e. we are seeing real
peaks in this spetrum. This would be the doublet struture that we are looking
for.
For the hyperne struture analysis, the spetra taken of
99
Nb were ombined
as follows: all high intensity right-hand side omponents were evaluated and the
most likely distane to the
93
Nb-alibration peak was determined by taking the
weighted mean of all spetra available. For the right-hand side doublet, the 50
hannel spetra of the doublet before the jump were added up and onverted to
frequeny. Additionally, a 25 hannel run from before the jump was taken into
aount, as it onsisted of 1449 single sans (dotted line, gure (5.1 b)). As a third
spetrum, the sum of 903 25-hannel sans was taken into aount that had been
measured after a frequeny jump of 82.87 MHz had ourred (25 hannel spetrum,
solid line in gure (5.1 a)). This spetrum was shifted to aount for the jump. In the
tting program xmgrae (as modied by Dr D H Forest, University of Birmingham)
it is possible to inorporate all these spetra into the same hyperne tting routine
and take them into aount at the same time. The program an then nd the
most likely position for the doublet and the single peak on the basis of all spetra
inorporated into the routine.
99
Nb possesses a I = 1=2
 
isomer at 0.365 MeV. Experiments have shown that
ssion reations preferentially populate states with high angular momentum. Given
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the poor quality of the reorded spetrum it was assumed that the present peaks
belong solely to the I = 9=2
+
state and that the I = 1=2
 
struture was not
suÆiently populated to be detetable.
5.2 Analysis of
101
Nb
101
Nb is an odd-even nuleus with the spin arising from a single unpaired proton. It
has been assigned a spin of I = (5=2) whih is yet to be onrmed [60℄. With the
same upper and lower J of the atomi levels as before we expet seven hyperne
omponents and we expet the overall struture to look similar to the ones in
93
Nb
and
99
Nb. The omponents that were reorded were the left-hand side doublet, the
right-hand side doublet and the far right omponent. There was no signiant drift
in the
93
Nb - alibration peaks and all relevant spetra were diretly summed and
onverted into frequeny. On rst sight it seemed that the LHS doublet struture
shows two very dierent intensities. Relative intensities of hfs omponents an be
predited as Raah intensities [64℄ and aording to those, the intensities of the LHS
doublet omponents should be about the same. In agreement to the expetation,
a statistial hek of the area under the reorded peaks (above bakground) ame
to: left = (30.5  5.5) ounts and right = (30.7  5.5) ounts. The intensities of
both peaks are therefore very similar and the hyperne struture was tted on that
basis. As the spin is yet to be asertained, alternative spin assignments had to be
tested and if possible rejeted. The Nilsson diagram for protons suggests possible
Nilsson orbits with spins I = 1=2; 3=2; 7=2 in the viinity of the I = 5=2 state
[65℄. A spin of I = 1=2 an be ruled out straight away as this spin would only
yield four hyperne omponents. However, due to the absene of an isomer all ve
reorded peaks must be asribed to the same nulear state. The reorded spetrum
was then tted suessively with spin assignments I = 3=2; 5=2; 7=2. As we do not
expet a large hyperne anomaly, the restrition that the ratios A
u
=A
l
and B
u
=B
l
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Figure 5.4:
101
Nb hyperne struture omponents: LHS doublet.
are onstant is imposed; and the only free parameters in any t were the entroid of
the transition and one of the A and one of the B oeÆients. With these restritions
it was not possible to satisfatorily t all ve peaks with spin assignemts of I = 3=2
or I = 7=2. Figure (5.5) shows that in both ases either the t of the right doublet
or of the right most omponent ould not math up with the reorded spetrum.
On the other hand the doublet as well as all other peaks are perfetly well mathed
for I = 5=2. This an be ounted as a qualitative proof of this being the orret
spin assignment. Another indiation omes from the redued 
2
s of the ts. These
are 
2
r
= 1:83 and 
2
r
= 1:77 for I = 3=2 and I = 7=2 respetively, whereas the
one for I = 5=2 is 
2
r
= 0:635, whih is signiantly better. We do expet the best
t to have the lowest 
2
r
. So this is a quantitive indiation that the I = 5=2 spin
assignment is orret.
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Figure 5.5:
101
Nb hyperne struture tted with dierent spin assignments.
5.3 Analysis of
103
Nb
For the
103
Nb isotope, the situation is very similar to the
101
Nb isotope. Again the
spin is assigned as I

=(5/2)
+
but is yet to be onrmed. Again we expet seven
hyperne struture omponents in a similar arrangement as before. Sans of the top
right omponent, the right-hand side doublet and the left-hand side doublet were
taken. The spetra for
103
Nb were all onverted from hannel number into frequeny.
It appears that the left peak of the left-hand side double is split into two ripples.
These are two large spikes in one hannel eah (1 h ' 2 V ' 28 MHz). It an
be seen from the other peaks in the spetrum that the FWHM is about 60 MHz.
Therefore, the two spikes belong to one and the same peak and do not represent
two separate resonane peaks. Again I = 1=2 was rejeted on the grounds of not
yielding enough peaks to explain the reorded spetrum in the absene of an isomer.
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Figure 5.6:
103
Nb hyperne strutre omponents: LHS doublet, RHS double, RHS
single peak.
Figure (5.7) shows that again it was not possible to satisfatorily t all peaks at the
same time using spin assignments of I = 3=2 and I = 7=2. However the t perfetly
mathes for I = 5=2. The respetive redued 
2
s were 
2
r
= 1:63, 
2
r
= 0:67 and

2
r
= 1:41 for I = 3=2, I = 5=2 and I = 7=2 respetively. I = 5=2 is therefore taken
as the orret spin assignment for
103
Nb on the grounds that is provides both the
best visual t and lowest 
2
r
.
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Figure 5.7:
103
Nb hyperne struture tted with dierent spin assignments.
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5.4 Calibration and extration of the mean square
nulear harge radius
From the tted spetra, the isotope shifts of the radioative isotopes were determined
with respet to A = 91 (N = 50). At this point usually the mass shift and the eld
shift of the atomi transition are already known from a King Plot [23℄ alibration
of the stable isotopes. The nulear parameters of the radioative isotopes an then
be readily extrated. In the King Plot tehnique, all extrated isotope shifts Æ
AA
0
i
are modied by a fator
 =
AA
0
A
0
  A

A
0
ref
  A
ref
A
ref
 A
0
ref
=
AA
0
A
0
  A

ref
(5.4)
where A
0
ref
and A
ref
are a referene isotope pair and A and A
0
are the isotopes
between whih the isotope shift Æ
AA
0
i
has been measured. The usual equation
Æ
AA
0
i
= (
A
0
  A
AA
0
)M
i
+ F
i
Æhr
2
i
AA
0
Z
(5.5)
hanges to
  Æ
AA
0
i
= 
ref
M
i
+ F
i
 Æhr
2
i
AA
0
Z
(5.6)
A plot of Æhr
2
i
AA
0
Z
versus Æ
AA
0
i
then displays a straight line with slope F
i
and interept 
ref
M
i
. In the ase of niobium, the only stable isotope is
93
Nb. This
is not suÆient for a pre-experimental alibration. Therefore a alibration with
neighbouring elements is arried out. This method was rst desribed by Heilig and
Steudel in 1974 [26℄ and rst employed by Fisher et al in 1974 [66℄. It was also used
by B Cheal on neutron-deient yttrium [61℄. In this method, the niobium isotope
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Figure 5.8: The Æhr
2
i
52;50
Z
, Æhr
2
i
58;50
Z
and Æhr
2
i
60;50
Z
are plotted against their respetive
atomi numbers in order to illustrate the saling behaviour of the harge radii of
neighbouring isotones in a small region of the nulear hart.
shifts are plotted against the Æhr
2
i-values of neighbouring isotones using the King
Plot tehnique. Billowes and Campbell in 1995 [22℄ explain that this will only give
a straight line if the hanges in the harge radii of the neighbouring hain show a
proportional behaviour to the one in question so that:
Æhr
2
i
N;N+1
Z
= K(Z
0
)Æhr
2
i
N;N+1
Z
0
(5.7)
where K(Z
0
) is a saling fator and K(Z
0
= Z)  1. This is the ase for the
elements Z = 36 (Kr) to Z = 40 (Zr) around the shell losure of N  50. The
proportional dependene with Z is illustrated in gure (5.8) where the Æhr
2
i
52;50
Z
,
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Æhr
2
i
58;50
Z
, Æhr
2
i
60;50
Z
of krypton [67℄, rubidium [3℄, strontium [4℄ and zironium [7℄
are plotted against their respetive atomi number.
Equation (5.6) now beomes
  Æ
AA
0
i
= 
ref
M
i
+ F
i
K(Z
0
)Æhr
2
i
AA
0
Z
0
(5.8)
Figure (5.9) shows the dierent alibration graphs for the elements krypton, ru-
bidium, strontium and zironium where the modied niobium isotope shifts Æ
A;A
0
are plotted versus the modied harge radii Æhr
2
i
A;A
0
of the respetive element.
The best t orresponds to a minimum in the 
2
-surfae where

2
=
X
AA
0
[Æ
AA
0
i
  (
ref
M
i
+ F
i
K(Z
0
)Æhr
2
i
AA
0
Z
0
)℄
2

2
Æ
AA
0
i
+ (F
i
K(Z
0
))
2

2
Æhr
2
i
AA
0
Z
0
(5.9)
and 
i
are the errors of the experimental isotope shifts and radii. The 
2
-surfae
for niobium isotope shifts versus krypton harge radii is shown in gure (5.10). The
diagonal form of the elliptial minimum demonstrates the orrelation between the
gradient F
i
K(Z
0
) and the interept M
i
of the tted straight line. The 
2
-surfaes
for rubidium, strontium and zironium show similar anti-orrelated behaviour and
the magnitude of the orrelation, the ovariane, was obtained for eah t. The
eld and mass fators were obtained aording to equation (5.8) and are displayed
in table (5.1).
The F
i
 K(Z
0
) for dierent neighbouring hains an be plotted versus Z
0
. An
interpolation to Z
0
= Z = 41 reveals the eld fator of niobium. As the extration
of Æhr
2
i
A;A
0
is very sensitive to the alibration, it was advisable to be very areful
in the evaluation of the eld and the mass fator and the underlying assumptions.
The interpolations for the eld fator F
i
and for the mass fatorM
i
were performed
as two least-square ts under the assumption that both fators are onstant with
Z. Both ts are displayed in gure (5.11).
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Figure 5.9: The modied isotope shifts of niobium, Æ
A;A
0
, are plotted against
modied harge radii, Æhr
2
i
A;A
0
, of neighbouring elements.
Table 5.1: The extrated eld fator and mass fator for neighbouring elements Kr,
Rb, Sr and Zr using niobium isotope shifts
Element Z
0
F
i
K(Z
0
) M
i
(MHz/fm
2
) (GHz)
Krypton 36 -2617(107) 822(96)
Rubidium 37 -2160(103) 534(70)
Strontium 38 -2680(77) 860(68)
Zironium 40 -2458(69) 765(53)
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a)
b)
Figure 5.10: The 
2
surfae of the krypton versus niobium least squares t. a)
in three dimensions b) in the gradient-interept-plane only. The gradient and the
interept are antiorrelated. The 
2
-surfaes for rubidium, strontium and zironium
look similar.
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Figure 5.11: Top: The eld fators of krypton, rubidium, strontium and zironium
are plotted against their respetive Z. The eld fator for niobium is obtained
through interpolation. Bottom: Interpolation for the mass fator.
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This assumption of a zero gradient was justied by the statistial analysis of
zironium and strontium data. In both ases aepted values of the eld fator and
mass fator are available from alibration against stable isotopes [4, 50℄. For eah of
the two elements a alibration versus neighbouring elements has been arried out.
As the interpolation of eld fators from neighbouring hains ould have either a
zero or non-zero gradient, hypothesis testing was applied to deide whih t was
statistially more signiant.
Hypothesis testing: The F - test
An F   test allows one to deide whih of two models is best employed to t a set
of data. The F   test is originally used to ompare two sample varianes s
1
and s
2
of the same population. As these sample varianes should lie lose to eah other, we
expet the ratio
F =
s
1
s
2
(5.10)
to be lose to 1. A very large or a very small value of F would indiate a signiant
dierene between the varianes.
The F   test an also be used to ompare the 
2
s of two dierent regression
lines that t the same data. It is always possible to t a set of data with a model
(model 2) that has more parameters than a simpler approah (model 1). However,
although model 2 with more parameters p2 usually presents a lower error to the t,
this does not mean that it is signiantly better than the simpler model 1 with p1
parameters, p1 < p2. The null hypothesis in this ase is: Model 2 \y = mx + b"
does not provide a signiantly better t to the data than model 1 \y = C". The
ratio F is modied to [68℄
F =

2
2
 
2
1
p2 p1

2
2
n p2
(5.11)
where 
2
i
are the 
2
s of the least square ts 1 and 2, p
i
are the number of parameters
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of the models 1 and 2; and n is the number of data points.
The signiane level is hosen to be  = 5% whih rejets F values that are
larger than a ritial F = F

. A partiular F = F (k; l) is dependent on the degrees
of freedom of the numerator k and of the denominator l. For example F

(1; 1) = 161
at 5% [69℄ for p
2
  p
1
= 1 and n  p
2
= 1.
The investigation for both strontium and zironium yields that a signiant linear
dependeny of the eld fator on Z annot be demonstrated. For the strontium
isotope shifts around the shell losure F (1; 1) = 0:9479 whih orresponds to a
signiane of 50:90%. Hene, the null hypothesis is not rejeted and a non-zero
gradient does not provide a signiantly better t to the data than a zero gradient
interpolation. The same onlusion is drawn for the zironium isotope shifts around
the shell losure as F (1; 1) = 0:028917 whih orresponds to a signiane of 89:3%.
Further, the eld fators from alibration against neighbouring elements were
ompared to the aepted values given by Buhinger [4℄ and Thayer [50℄. The ts
with non-zero gradient diered by 9% - 28% from the aepted eld fator value,
the ts with zero gradients diered by 1% - 18% from the aepted F
i
-value. This is
seen as a further indiation that an interpolation with a zero gradient is the better
hoie.
The deviation of the eld fators obtained through alibration against neighbour-
ing elements from the aepted value is of the same order of magnitude as results by
Frike [30℄. Frike used a ombined analysis of muoni, eletron sattering and x-ray
data in order to alibrate eld fators independently of the eletroni onguration
of the transition involved. He states errors of up to 20% on his eld fators. Another
way of estimating an unknown eld fator is by estimating the probability density
of the eletron in the nuleus. This method was used by Keim [67℄ and he assigned
a systemati error of 10% in order to aount for the unertainty of the underlying
assumptions.
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Table 5.2: The extrated eld and mass fator for the niobum isotopes based on the
alibration versus neighbouring elements
A Æ
A;91
Æhr
2
i
A;91
p
h
2
2
i
MHz (fm
2
)
90 -123(7)
a
0.0138(33) 0.0193(3)
90m -191(9)
a
0.0412(42) 0.203(3)
91 0 0 0.150(3)
91m -92(7)
a
0.037(3) 0.168(4)
92 -223(7)
a
0.1247(32) 0.171(4)
93 -584(7)
a
0.3041(46) 0.211(3)
99 -1883(9) 1.013(14) 0.281(5)
101 -3410(8) 1.691(21) 0.393(5)
103 -3779(8) 1.895(23) 0.401(5)
a
Bazynska [11℄
As a result of this investigation, the eld fator F
290nm
and the mass fator
M
290nm
for the 290.82 nm transition in niobium, Z = 41, are obtained by forming
the weighted mean of the eld fators obtained from neighbouring isotopes, hene
assuming a zero gradient. A full treatment of the orrelation of the statistial
errors has been arried out and the reader is referred to the Appendix for details. A
systemati error of 10% was assigned to the alibration to aount for the unertainty
in the evaluation.
The eld fator is F
290nm
=  2485(41) MHz/fm
2
, the mass fator yieldsM
290nm
=
726(33) GHz. These values replae the eld fator of F =  2646(8) MHz/fm
2
and
mass fatorM = 762(7) GHz obtained by K Bazynska [11℄ for the same transition.
The big dierene ompared to the old set of values arises from a mistake in a om-
puter ode used by Bazynska whih led to too small an error in the data set. This
mistake has sine been orreted.
Using the new F
290nm
and M
290nm
-values, dierential nulear harge radii for
the niobium hain were extrated and the orrelation between the eld and the
mass fator was taken into aount in the evaluation of the statistial error on
Æhr
2
i
A;91
. Values of the absolute harge radii hr
2
i
A
were determined using the ex-
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trated Æhr
2
i
A;91
and the absolute value of hr
2
i
93
from Angeli [70℄. The hr
2
i
A
were
then used in a maple-routine by M L Bissell to extrat the deformation parameter
p
h
2
2
i aording to equation (2.39). The obtained values for Æhr
2
i
A;91
and
p
h
2
2
i
are displayed in table (5.2).
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5.5 Nulear Moments - Results
The hyperne struture onstants of the tted hyperne spetra are displayed in ta-
ble (5.3). It was possible to onrm the preliminary spin assignments of I

= 5=2
+
Table 5.3: The hyperne struture onstants for the transition 5s
5
F
1
(2356.760
m
 1
)! 5p
5
F
o
1
36731.790 m
 1
at 290.8237 nm for the isotopes
93
Nb,
99
Nb,
101
Nb
and
103
Nb. Due to the onstant ratios A
u
/A
l
and B
u
/B
l
, no errors are assigned to
either A
l
or B
l
.
A A
u
B
u
A
l
B
l
(MHz) (MHz) (MHz) (MHz)
93 1198.0(1) 53.0(9) -1151.4 23.4
99 1166(2) 53 (11) -1121.8 23.3
101 1115.0(5) -175.8(2.3) -1071.6 -77.7
103 1094(5.5) -181.8(3) 1051.6 -80.3
for the
101
Nb and
103
Nb isotopes. The magneti dipole moments  and the spetro-
sopi eletri quadrupole moments Q
s
are extrated from the hyperne struture
onstants A
l
, B
l
, A
u
and B
u
using equations (2.13) and (2.21). The magneti mo-
ment was extrated under the assumption that the hyperne anomaly is negligible
and the ratios A
u
=A
l
=  1:0405(2) and B
u
=B
l
= 2:26(12) were xed from
93
Nb.
This redued the number of free parameters to the entroid, one of the A and one
of the B oeÆients. The assigned error on the magneti moment is inreased to
1% to aount for possible unknown hyperne anomaly eets. In fat, as the nulei
in neighbouring isotones have been found to undergo a signiant shape hange at
N = 60, it is not unreasonable to expet that the shape hange is onneted to a
re-distribution of nulear magnetisation. However, the determination of a hyperne
anomaly requires an independent measurement of the magneti moment whih is
not possible using laser spetrosopy.
The deformation parameter 
2
is extrated from the intrinsi quadrupole moment
Q
0
using the nite range droplet model. Detailed information an be found in the
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Table 5.4: The nulear dipole and quadrupole moments,  and Q
S
, as well as the
deformation parameters 
2
of the isotopes
93
Nb,
99
Nb,
101
Nb and
103
Nb.
Mass Number Spin  Q
S
h
2
i
A I 
N
(barn)
93 9/2 6.1705(3)
a
-0.32(2)
a
-0.07(1)
99 9/2 6.01(6) -0.32(7) -0.072(16)
101 5/2 3.19(3) 1.06(8) 0.317(25)
103 5/2 3.13(3) 1.10(7) 0.324(22)
a
Table of Nulides [60℄
papers by W D Myer and K H Shmidt [71℄, W H Myers and W J Swiateki [72℄
and D Berdihevsky and F Tondeur [73℄. A maple-routine written by M L Bissell
of the University of Birmingham, was used to perform droplet model alulations.
The extrated deformation parameter 
2
, together with the magneti dipole mo-
ments  and the spetrosopi quadrupole moments Q
s
are displayed in table (5.4).
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5.6 Analysis and Results of
102
Nb and
102m
Nb
The
102
Nb nuleus proved to be a partiularly diÆult ase. It is diretly produed
as a ssion fragment of
nat
U and also ours through -deay from
102
Zr. Ahrens
(1976) [74℄ states two half-lifes of 1.3 s and 4.3 s from
102
Zr deay studies. One
of them is a low lying isomeri state lose to the ground state. The 1.3 s half-life
has been assigned I = 1
+
[60℄. The exitation energy between the two states has
been stated as E
ex
= 130(50) keV by the NUBASE evaluation of nulear deay
properties (2003) [75℄. Latest information from preision mass measurements by
Rinta-Antila et al (2007) [59℄ report a tentative energy dierene of E
ex
= 93(23)
keV for the low lying isomeri state. The measurements also indiate the 4.3 s state
to be the ground state. No transitions are reported between these two states. The
information available is summarised in table (5.5).
Table 5.5: Spin and half-lives of
102
Nb long lived states [60℄
Level Half-life Spin
MeV t
1=2
I

0.000 [59℄ 4.3s unassigned [74℄, (4)[60℄
0.130(50) [75℄ 0.093(23) [59℄ 1.3s 1
+
Due to the relatively long half-life of the isomer both the ground state and
the metastable state were produed in the experiment and it was feasible to do
spetrosopy on both of them. However, at the time of the experiment, it was
not possible to determine in whih ratio the two states were produed. During the
experiment a total of four hyperne struture peaks ould be observed. The spin
I

= 1
+
of the isomer together with the atomi angular momentum lead to the
expetation of 6 hyperne peaks in the spetrum. For an estimate of the magneti
moment, the measured magneti moments of
103
Nb (I = 5=2
+
) and
101
Zr (I = 3=2
+
)
(single proton and single neutron states respetively) were oupled aording to
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equation (2.10). For the deformation, a similar deformation to that of
101
Y (Q
s
=
1:53(17) b [56℄) was assumed. The spin of the ground state has not been oÆially
assigned yet. The -deay to
102
Mo populates levels with spin I = (3
+
); (4
+
); 6
+
with a branhing ratio of 71% to the (3
+
) state at 2.4803 MeV [60℄ (gure (5.12)).
Assuming allowed or rst-forbidden deay, the spin of the parent nuleus ould be
I = 3; 4 or 5. Deay to I = 2 is not observed whih exludes a spin of I = 2 in the
parent nuleus. Other levels in molybdenum have not been assigned. A summation
of the assigned transition perentages suggests that the whole deay strength has
been aounted for in the sheme. A spin of I = 4 is suggested in the level diagram
[60℄ whih is displayed in gure (5.12). Assuming spin I = 3; 4 or 5, the number
Figure 5.12: -deay of the
102
Nb (t
1=2
= 4.3s) isomer [60℄.
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Table 5.6: Predition of the magneti moments of 102Nb and 102mNb, based on
experimental values of
101
Nb,
101
Zr and
105
Mo
Isotope Spin  Conguration
A I


N
101
Nb 5=2
+
3.19(3) [422℄5=2
101
Zr 3=2
+
-0.272(1)
a
[411℄3=2
105
Mo (5=2)
 
-0.55(2)
b
[532℄5=2
102m
Nb 1
+
2.370 [422℄5=2
 [411℄3=2
102
Nb 3
+
2.554 [422℄5=2
 [411℄3=2
102
Nb 4
+
2.918 [422℄5=2
 [411℄3=2
102
Nb 5
 
2.641 [422℄5=2
 [532℄5=2
a
ref. [7℄
b
ref [10℄
of hyperne omponents of the ground state is 7. For spin I = 3 or 4 a magneti
moment an be predited from oupling the same single partile values as for the
isomeri state. This assumes an isomer with the same Nilsson states as the ground
state (table (5.6)) and therefore the same degree of deformation is assumed as before
(
101
Y, Q
s
= 1:53(17) b [56℄). The single partile states 


= [422℄(5=2) and 


=
[411℄(3=2) annot ouple to I

= 5. Here it is assumed that the neutron satters
into the 


= [532℄(5=2) state, whih is suggested to lie lose to the 


= [411℄(3=2)
state in the Nilsson model for the same degree of nulear deformation (see [65℄).
The value for the magneti moment of that state is taken from
105
Mo (I

= (5=2)
 
)
[10℄ . A summary of the predited moments is given in table (5.6).
To disentangle the ground state struture from the isomer struture a lear spe-
trum with well dened peaks needs to be reorded. Unfortunately the available
spetrum laks larity. Figure (5.13) shows the reorded spetrum (top) together
with the preditions (bottom). The frequeny sale of the reorded spetrum stems
from the experimental measurements and has been maintained for the display of the
preditions. For a rst tentative disentanglement, the entroid of the ground state
spetrum was obtained from a diret interpolation of the
101
Nb and
103
Nb harge
radii (see table (5.2)). Figure (5.13) shows that the outer peaks an be suggested
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Figure 5.13: Top: Reorded
102
Nb hyperne struture omponents: The spetrum
shows a mixture of ground state and isomer omponents. Due to time onstrains
these were the only regions overed. Bottom4: The predited hyperne struture
for ground and isomer states. The dotted lines mark the entroid of eah spetrum.
to represent the ground state struture. For display purposes, the ground state
preditions were shifted to overlap with the two right peaks. It an be seen that
the predition for I = 4 also mathes up the left peak as part of the left doublet
struture while the preditions for I = 3 and 5, though very lose, do not math up.
It was then assumed that the peak in the middle spetrum belongs to the isomer. It
is suggested that the peak represents the doublet struture, as any other assignment
of the peak would shift the entroid of the transition (dotted line) over frequeny
distanes that orrespond to unphysially large isomer shifts.
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Figure (5.14) shows again the reorded spetrum, where the reorded peak
heights have been normalised to the number of sans in eah spetrum, showing
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s
Figure 5.14: Reorded
102
Nb spetrum, peak height is normalised to the number of
sans taken in eah region. Above that is a t for the I = 4 ground state struture.
that the struture on the right has the most intense peaks.
Table 5.7: The hyperne onstants for the hyperne struture ts for the dierent
spin assignemts of
102
Nb inluding the redued 
2
for eah t.
Isotope Spin I A
u
B
u
A
l
B
l

2
=dof
(MHz) (MHz) (MHz) (MHz)
102 3 832.2(1.8) -250.4(7.1) -799.8 -110.7 1.177
102 4 645.9(1.4) -263.7(5.2) -620.8 -116.6 0.693
102 5 520.0(1.1) -273.3(7.9) -507.5 -120.8 1.177
The spetra were tted for eah suggested spin using the 
2
minimisation routine
of xmgrae. The ratios A
u
=A
l
=  1:0405(2) and B
u
=B
l
= 2:26(12) were xed from
93
Nb reduing the free tting parameters to the entroid and one of the A and one
101
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Figure 5.15: Top: reorded
102
Nb spetrum. Bottom spetra: tted ground state
struture with spin assignments I = 3, 4 and 5.
of the B oeÆients. The t for I = 4 is shown in gure (5.14). The retrieved A and
B - hyperne struture onstants were used as a basis to display the full spetrum
for eah of the spin assignments. As gure (5.15) shows, all of the spin assignments
give possible ts. The hyperne parameters with statistial errors and the redued

2
for eah of the ts an be found in table (5.7) showing that the redued 
2
is
smallest for I = 4 whih indiates the best t. However, all three 
2
s are lose
to 1 whih indiates that all the possibilities give agreeable ts. Table (5.8) shows
the values for the magneti moment, the quadrupole moment and the deformation
parameter 
2
that were extrated from the hyperne struture parameters. The
entroid of eah t was used to alulate the isotope shift between
102
Nb and
91
Nb.
The isotope shifts were used to extrat the hange in mean square harge radius
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Table 5.8: The nulear dipole and quadrupole moments , Q
S
and Q
0
, the deforma-
tion parameter h
2
i, Æhr
2
i
102m;91
and
p
h
2
2
i for the dierent spin assignments for
102m
Nb.
Spin  Q
S
Q
0
h
2
i Æhr
2
i
102;91
p
h
2
2
i
I 
N
(barn) (barn) (fm
2
)
3 2.858(7) 1.51(11) 3.63(26) 0.38(2) 1.67(2) 0.374(4)
4 2.957(7) 1.59(11) 3.13(21) 0.33(2) 1.78(2) 0.394(4)
5 3.022(7) 1.65(12) 2.86(20) 0.30(2) 1.85(2) 0.407(4)
using the F
290nm
and M
290nm
values that were dedued in setion 5.4. The values
of Æhr
2
i
102;91
an be found in table (5.8) and were further used to dedue the values
for the deformation parameter
p
h
2
2
i.
Using the found assignments, a rough estimate of the prodution ratio of the
nulear states an be made. The total intensity of any transition is spread out
over the hyperne struture. The intensity of eah hyperne omponent depends on
the angular momentum of both the eletroni wavefuntion and the nuleus. The
alulation was rst done by Raah and were tabulated by White and Eliason [64℄.
Using these intensities and the observed intensities in the reorded spetrum, a ratio
of
102m
Nb :
102
Nb = 1 : 2.6 or 1 : 5.2 an be alulated. The estimate depends on
the isomer struture: if it is assumed that the peak in the reorded spetrum stems
from a ollapsed doublet, the ratio is a fator two less favourable than under the
assumption that the doublet is not ollapsed but that one of the peaks is not visible.
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5.7 Interpretation
5.7.1 The harge radii
The extrated hanges in the mean square harge radii are displayed in table (5.9)
together with the deformation parameters
p
h
2
2
i and h
2
i that were extrated from
Æhr
2
i
A;91
and from the quadrupole moment Q
0
respetively. The deformation pa-
rameter h
2
i from the quadrupole moment does not ontain information about dy-
nami ontributions to the deformation whereas
p
h
2
2
i ontains both stati and
dynami ontributions. Figure (5.16) shows the harge radii systematis between
neutron number N = 49 and N = 62. For these neutron numbers, the radii were
re-alulated using equation (2.38) with only the stati and not the dynami defor-
mation ontribution at onstant volume; they are displayed by the unlled irles
in gure (5.16). Figure (5.16) also shows droplet model isodeformation lines for the
deformation parameter.
Table 5.9: The extrated Æhr
2
i
A;91
for the niobium hain with
p
h
2
2
i and the
quadrupole moment Qs with h
2
i.
A Spin Æhr
2
i
A;91
p
h
2
2
i Q
S
h
2
i
I

(fm
2
) (barn)
90 8
+
+0.0138(33) 0.193(3) -0.01(4)
a
-0.001(6)
90m 4
 
+0.0412(42) 0.203(3) -0.2(1)
a
-0.05(2)
91 9/2
+
0 0.150(3) -0.25(3)
a
-0.058(8)
91m 1/2
 
+0.037(3) 0.168(4) - -
92 7
+
+0.1247(32) 0.171(4) -0.31(5)
a
-0.058(10)
93 9/2
+
+0.3041(46) 0.211(3) -0.32(2)
b
-0.07(1)
99 9/2
+
+1.013(14) 0.281(5) -0.32(7) -0.072(16)
101 5/2
+
+1.691(21) 0.393(5) +1.06(8) 0.317(25)
102 (3) +1.67(2) 0.374(4) +1.51(11) 0.38(2)
102 (4) +1.78(2) 0.394(4) +1.59(11) 0.33(2)
102 (5) +1.85(3) 0.407(4) +1.65(12) 0.30(2)
103 5/2
+
+1.895(23) 0.401(5) +1.10(7) 0.324(22)
a
ref. [11℄
b
ref. [60℄
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Figure 5.16: The extrated dierential niobium harge radii are plotted against their
neutron number. The dotted lines are isodeformation lines, the unlled irles show
the harge radii without the dynami deformation ontribution. The harge radii of
102
Nb are spread around N = 61 for larity of the diagram.
The addition of neutrons to a nuleus auses an inrease in nulear volume, so
that the harge radius inreases even if the deformation of the nuleus does not
hange. Therefore, isodeformations lines have got a positive slope. The nulear
radii of niobium indiate very little deformation around the shell losure at N = 50.
The radii based on the stati deformation alone annot aount for the measured
Æhr
2
i measured, (gure (5.16), whih indiates that the hanges measured are due
to the dynami deformation. For neutron numbers N = 52   57 a smooth onset
in deformation seems likely, up to a measured deformation of
p
h
2
2
i = 0:272(5) in
N = 58. This smooth behaviour has been observed in neighbouring isotope hains
Z = 40 [7℄ and Z = 39 [56℄. The stati deformation in
99
Nb (N = 58) reveals
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Figure 5.17: The extrated dierential niobium harge radii are plotted against their
neutron number. The enlosing lines show the eet of the 10% systemati error on
the alibration that is fed through to the harge radii. The harge radii of
102
Nb are
spread around N = 61 for larity of the diagram.
that the nuleus maintains its spherial equilibrium shape, but appears very soft to
dynami deformation.
At N = 60 an inrease in hr
2
i takes plae that has been established in the
neighbouring isotope hains. The sudden inrease in the ground state hr
2
i-value is
due to an inreased deformation in
101
Nb. The sign of h
2
i in table 5.9 shows that
the nulear shape hanges from a slightly oblate shape in
99
Nb to a strongly prolate
deformed nuleus in
101
Nb and
103
Nb. Again, this is in agreement with observations
in the yttrium hain (gure (5.18)). The large dierene between
p
h
2
2
i and h
2
i in
101
Nb indiate a soft nuleus, softer than observed in
99
Y and
101
Y. However,
101
Nb
and
103
Nb are less soft than
99
Nb. Here, it would be advantageous to have
100
Nb
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values to establish how the softness hanges aross the onset in deformation.
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Figure 5.18: The dierential yttrium harge radii are plotted against their neutron
number. The data are taken from Gardner [56℄. The harge radii were not assigned
statistial errors and the unertainty in the alibration of the atomi fators is taken
into aount by assignment of a 10% error onto the harge radii. The unlled irles
show the harge radii without the dynami deformation ontribution. The dotted
lines are isodeformation lines. N = 61 is not onneted by a line as it was not lear
whether the ground state or an isomer has been observed.
Figure (5.17) shows how the appliation of the systemati error onto the F
290nm
-
value hanges the extrated values for the harge radii. For a 10% inrease in the
alibration, the harge radii are well above the  = 0:4 iso-deformation line. The
extrated values for
102
Nb are spread out by spin in gure (5.16). From alulations
for I = 3 the nuleus appears to be ompletely rigid and turns out to be inreasingly
soft in alulations for the ases I = 4 and I = 5. This is very dierent from the more
soft nature of
101
Nb and
103
Nb. The orresponding N = 61 nuleus in yttrium shows
a very soft nature whereas the N = 60 and N = 62 nulei are more rigid (gure
(5.18)). However it is not established whether the measurement of
100
Y belongs
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Figure 5.19: The harge radii systemati for krypton [67℄, yttrium [56℄ and niobium.
Three data points are show for
102
Nb, originating from the dierent possible spin
assigments I = 3; 4 or 5. The neutron deient niobium data were taken from [11℄.
The dotted lines are isodeformation lines.
to the yttrium isomer or the ground state, i.e. whether a trend of similar soft or
rigidness an be expeted after the shape hange or not. Again, where available,
the yttrium harge radii in gure (5.18) were re-alulated on the basis of the stati
deformation parameter alone.
In zironium, a rigid behaviour has been observed for N = 61 (
101
Zr) (h
2
i =
+0.435(35)) [7℄. However due to the even number of protons in the zironium hain,
no stati information is available on
100
Zr nor
102
Zr and it was onluded that the
rigid nature of
101
Zr represents the trend for the nulei after N = 60. The soft
nature of the
102
Nb I = 4 and I = 5 nulei would t well with the observed softness
in
101
Nb and
103
Nb and a trend from more rigid nulei in yttrium at N > 60 to softer
nulei in niobium would t in with the observed gradual smoothing of the onset of
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deformation in molybdenum [10℄. The rigid nature of
99
Y,
101
Y and
101
Zr (N  60)
would suggest a fairly deep energeti potential whih stabilises the deformation.
This potential seems to atten in niobium, indiated by the inreasing softness of
the isotopes past N = 60. This idea of a trend seems to be ontradited by the
ndings in
100
Y and
102
Nb as
100
Y appears to be a very soft nuleus and not as
rigid as its neighbours
99
Y and
101
Y. Similarly in niobium: A spin of I = 3 in
102
Nb
would lead to a very rigid nuleus in a steep potential well whih is a quite dierent
behaviour to its relatively soft neighbours
101
Nb and
103
Nb.
Figure (5.19) shows the harge radii systematis for krypton, yttrium and nio-
bium. It demonstrates that the onset in deformation is not observed in krypton,
reahes a maximum in yttrium and is less pronouned in niobium.
Figure (5.20) shows an overview over the whole region at A  100. The niobium
harge radii systemati agree with the general trend that has been observed in
the region and lls the gap between the hains of zironium and molybdenum.
Niobium is the last element that displays the sudden onset of deformation before it
smooths out in molybdenum. Unfortunately no molybdenum quadrupole moments
are available yet. Figure (5.20) also shows that it is diÆult to infer from the odd-
even staggering whih of the
102
Nb spin assignments is the most likely: N = 61
was measured for rubidium, however N = 62 is missing for omparison. N = 61 is
missing on strontium and it is present in yttrium, however without larity whether
an isomer was observed. Under the assumption that the ground state was measured,
the odd-odd isotope is smaller than its neighbours. Quite ontrarily, the N = 61
isotope in molybdenum is bigger than its neighbours. In niobium, only the I = 3
assignment gives an odd-even staggering that follows yttrium, I = 4 and 5 would
follow the trend of molybdenum.
In his paper on shape trends, Luo [76℄ points out that niobium is situated in a
transitional region from axially symmetri shapes in yttrium to nearly maximally
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Figure 5.20: The absolute harge radii of krypton [67℄, rubidium [3℄, strontium [4℄,
yttrium [56℄, zironium [7℄, niobium and molybdenum [10℄ are plotted against their
neutron number. The neutron deient harge radii are taken from [11℄.
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triaxial shapes in rhodium. Laser spetrosopy as a tehnique is not sensitive to the
signatures of triaxiality. However, it might be that the dierene in the stati and
the full deformation parameter, whih is usually asribed to nulear softness, may
have ontributions from triaxiality that are not possible to trae with the employed
method.
5.7.2 Nulear Magneti Moments
Single partile estimates of magneti moments were alulated for the isotopes
93
Nb,
99
Nb,
101
Nb,
102
Nb and
103
Nb using equation (2.9). For all odd-A nulei in table
(5.10) the even number of neutrons does not ontribute to the estimated magneti
moment and the Shmidt estimate is based on the spherial shell model for a single
proton in the 1g
+
9=2
onguration.
Table 5.10: The experimentally measured magneti dipole moments and the Shmidt
estimates with spherial shell model onguration
Mass Neutrons Spin 
exp

SingPart
onguration
A N I

(
N
) (
N
)
90 49 8
+
+4.964(5)
a
+4.338
a
g9=2
+

 g9=2
+
90m 49 4
 
-0.019(4)
a
-1.659
a
p1=2
 

 g9=2
+
91 50 9/2
+
+6.526(5)
a
+6.793
a
g9=2
+
91m 50 1/2
 
-0.102(1)
a
-0.264
a
p1=2
 
92 51 7
+
+5.135(4)
a
+4.880
a
g9=2
+

 g5=2
+
93 52 9/2
+
+6.1705(3)
b
+6.973
a
g9=2
+
99 58 9/2
+
+6.01(6) +6.973 g9=2
+
101 60 5/2
+
+3.19(3) +6.973 g9=2
+
102 61 (3) +2.858(7) +2.554 [422℄5=2
 [411℄3=2
102 61 (4) +2.957(7) +2.918 [422℄5=2
 [411℄3=2
102 61 (5) +3.022(7) +2.641 [422℄5=2
 [532℄5=2
103 62 5/2
+
+3.13(3) +6.973 g9=2
+
a
Bazynska [11℄
b
Table of Nulides [60℄
For
102
Nb, I = 3 and I = 4, the estimated moments are based on the experimen-
tally obtained magneti moment for
103
Nb (g
p
= 1:2764(8)) [422℄5/2 and for
101
Zr
(g
n
=  0:1813(7)) [411℄3/2 [7℄. For
102
Nb(I = 5) the estimate is based on
103
Nb and
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Figure 5.21: Nilsson diagram for protons, 50  Z  82 [34℄. The shells below 1g
9=2
are with desending energy 2p
1=2
, 2p
3=2
and 1f
5=2
[32℄ or 2p
1=2
, 1f
5=2
and 2p
3=2
[65℄.
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105
Mo [10℄ (g
n
=  0:220(8)) whih orresponds to a onguration [532℄5/2 for the
single neutron. Values for N  52 were taken from Bazynska [11℄. The single par-
tile estimates are ompared to the experimentally measured values. For
93
Nb, the
magneti moment an be modelled well by the spherial shell model. The same is
true for
99
Nb. This behaviour agrees with the observed behaviour of the harge radii
(see setion 5.7.1). The result is also in agreement with the observed deformation
parameters that suggest that the nulear deformation an be asribed to a very soft
spherial nuleus that is vibrating about its equilibrium shape. For
101
Nb and
103
Nb
there is a large disrepany between the estimated magneti moment for a single
partile and the experimentally obtained value. This, together with the spin hange,
indiates that the nuleus is no longer spherial but deformed and that the nuleons
move together to give a olletive moment. This is in agreement with the extrated
deformation parameters of h
2
i= 0.317(25) and h
2
i= 0.324(22) for
101
Nb and
103
Nb
respetively. These indiate that the nulei are strongly prolate deformed. The Nils-
son diagram for protons (gure (5.21)) suggests the oupation of the 5/2[422℄ - level
for Z = 41 in the viinity of 
2
= 0.3 where 
2
 0:944
2
  0:122
2
2
[77℄. This is
in agreement with the I = 5=2 spin assignment for both
101
Nb and
103
Nb, obtained
from the hyperne struture tting. The result is also in agreement with the results
for
99
Y and
101
Y (Z = 39) [56℄. Both yttrium isotopes have assigned spin I = 5=2
with deformation parameters h
2
i = 0.41(4) and h
2
i = 0.40(4) respetively. This
is larger than the niobium deformation, allowing for a rossing of the 3/2[301℄ -
level in the Nilsson diagram. Due to equation (2.6) we expet the magneti moment
to be orbital dependent. The very similar magneti moment of all four isotopes
(
99
Y) = +3.18(2)
N
, (
101
Y) = +3.22(2)
N
, (
101
Nb) = +3.19(3)
N
, (
103
Nb) =
+3.13(3)
N
, is a further indiation that the single proton oupies the same Nilsson
level.
The experimentally obtained values for the
102
Nb magneti moments are slightly
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bigger than the Shmidt estimates that are obtained from neighbouring isotopes.
However, they are in good agreement with these Shmidt values and seem onsistent
with the assumed ongurations. The I = 4 magneti moment of  = +2.957(7)
N
is in remarkable agreement with the estimated value of  = +2:918 
N
.
5.7.3 2n-separation energies
The obtained results an be ompared to the two neutron separation energies that
were measured by Hager et al for the A  100 region [2℄. Neutron separation
energies are very sensitive to the shell struture of nulei, inluding pairing eets
and spin-orbit oupling. The two neutron separation energy S
2n
is dened as
S
2n
(Z;N) = [m(Z;N   2) + 2m
n
 m(Z;N)℄
2
(5.12)
The two neutron separation energy is used to trae hanges in the nulear struture
as it removes the pairing eet of nulei. A stable nulear struture leads to a smooth
behaviour of S
2n
when plotted against neutron number. The S
2n
-energy dereases
as more neutrons are added, indiating that neutrons are more loosely bound as the
nulei are more distant from the valley of stability.
In her paper, Hager [2℄ had already ompared her results with the harge radii
systematis of strontium, yttrium and zironium. She found that the sudden inrease
in the harge radii of zironium and yttrium orresponds to an inrease in the
respetive S
2n
-energies at N = 60 (see also [78℄) (gure (5.22). This sudden hange
in the S
2n
-energies onrms that the nulei experiene a loal inrease in stability
as the neutrons are more tightly bound and the nulei minimise their energy by
settling into the deformed state . The S
2n
-energy systematis smooths out again as
the deformation is then arried forward to higher neutron numbers. The inrease in
S
2n
-energy is present in niobium although less pronouned than in zironium and
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Figure 5.22: The 2-neutron-separation energies of strontium, yttrium, zironium,
niobium and molybdenum [2℄
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yttrium. This observation is in agreement with the ndings that the onset of Æhr
2
i
is less pronouned in niobium than in yttrium and zironium indiating that the
deformed shape loses its favourability in terms of energy minimisation as ompared
to the spherial struture at N  59.
5.7.4 The nature of the shape hange at N = 60
One important feature of the midshell regions is that unlike in doubly magi or
singly-magi nulei, both protons and neutrons possess valene nuleons in partly
lled shells. Federman and Pittel [79℄ suggested that a strong interation between
valene neutrons and valene protons is the driving fator that leads to deformation
in midshell nulei. This idea was supported by Casten [80℄. He explains that a
p-n interation in partly lled shells shifts the proton and neutron single-partile
energies. This modies the valene spae for the protons and neutrons and leads to
the evolution or even dispapearane of subshell gaps as the respetive orbitals are
lled. The Z = 38; 40 subshell, for example, is thought to be the stabilising fator
for the spherial ground state nulei at N  59. As N approahes 60, the lling
of the g
7=2
orbital leads to the dispapearane of the Z = 38; 40 subshell gap and
drives the deformation at N  60 as the protons are now able to ontribute to the
olletivity.
Lhersonneau et al [81℄ provided evidene that another fator responsible for the
onset of deformation at N = 60 is the down sloping of the h
11=2
[550℄1/2 and [541℄3/2
Nilsson states in that region. Aording to mean-eld alulations, orbits with low
K bend downwards on the prolate side of the Nilsson diagram (see gure (2.5) for
denition of K). Lhersonneau et al [81℄ suggest that the oupany of these intruder
states allows the nulei to transit into an energetially more favourable deformed
shape.
In an attempt to ome to an integrated approah, Verma, Dar and Devi [82℄ re-
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evaluated the wave-funtions and the limitations of earlier alulations for
98 102
Sr
and
100 104
Zr. In their approah they use a projeted shell model whih provided
good agreement in the rare earth region. Based on their alulation of oupation
probabilities for neutron and proton shells in the zironium region, they suggest
that an interplay of dierent deformation driving fators were responsible for the
strong onset of deformation in the Sr and Zr isotopes. These are the simultaneous
oupation of low K omponents of the 1h
11=2
and 2f
7=2
neutron orbits (the latter
originating from above the N = 82 major shell gap); the sharp inrease in the
g
9=2
proton oupation as one goes from
96
Sr to
98
Sr and from
98
Zr to
100
Zr; and
the fat that 2d
5=2
and 1g
7=2
neutron subshells are less than half full. Hene the
partly lled shells interat by the p-n interation. An additional ontribution is
named as the polarization of the lower lying 2p
1=2
, 2p
3=2
and 1f
5=2
proton orbits
[82℄. Polarization of lower lying orbits is aused by valene protons that exert a
non-spherially symmetri eet by orbiting around the inert "ore" of lled shells.
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Chapter 6
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The A  100 region has been of longstanding interest to nulear struture physi-
ists, as this midshell region displays a sudden onset of deformation that annot be
explained by the single partile shell model.
Experimental data on the nature of the onset was supplied by studies of the
exited states of the nulei [83℄, B(E2; 2
+
1
! 0
+
1
) transition rates [5℄, and by in-
vestigation of their neutron separation energies and mass measurements [2℄. Laser
spetrosopy provides valuable information on the hange of the mean square harge
radii and gives nulear struture information through the magneti dipole moment
and the eletri quadrupole moment. Laser spetrosopi measurements of rubid-
ium [3℄, strontium [4℄, zironium [6℄ and yttrium [56℄ have been presented and the
niobium data presented in this thesis lls the gap between zironium (Z = 40) and
molybdenum (Z = 42) around the onset of deformation. As shown by Charlwood
[10℄, a sudden onset of deformation annot be demonstrated in molybdenum harge
radii and is not expeted in higher Z elements. Instead the sudden shape hange is
entred around yttrium (Z = 39) whih displays the largest h
2
i values for N  60
in this region. Niobium is the last element to show a sudden onset of deformation
before the onset beomes very gradual in molybdenum. The molybdenum hain dis-
plays substantial dierenes from the trend of the Æhr
2
i even between N = 50 and
N = 60. Despite missing information on the quadrupole moments of molybdenum,
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it an be assumed that the mehanism that stabilises the near spherial ground
states in the Z  41 elements is no longer present in molybdenum, although it is
still present in niobium. Molybdenum still shows large h
2
2
i values for N  60 and
it ould be that the onset in olletivity that is observed in the A  100 region is
still present in molybdenum, but it develops a lot more gradually. The ndings in
niobium would t well into suh a piture with the observed derease in the rate of
hange of deformation from N = 58 to N = 60 and the tendeny towards soft nulei
in the ground states of
101
Nb and
103
Nb as opposed to the very rigid nature of the
orrespond isotopes in yttrium. As Luo et al [76℄ point out, niobium is also found
to be at a transitional point for an onset in triaxiality whih is oberved in Z > 41.
Spetra on
99
Nb,
101
Nb,
102
Nb and
103
Nb were obtained and evaluated for this
thesis. It was possible to onrm the the spin assignnments for
99
Nb,
101
Nb and
103
Nb as I = 9=2, I = 5=2 and I = 5=2 respetively. The extrated information on
Æhr
2
i,  and Q onrms a shape hange of nulei at N = 60 from soft and oblate (for
N < 60) to more rigid and strongly prolate shape (for N > 60). The deformation is
thought to be driven by a strong proton-neutron interation as well as the strongly
downward sloping h
11=2
[550℄1/2 omponent of the h
11=2
Nilsson state. A prolate-
oblate shape oexistene is suggested by mirosopi-marosopi alulations [32℄
of potential energy surfaes in even-even nulei in that region.
The evaluation of the present data proved diÆult due to the in parts very poor
quality of the spetra. The poor quality was due to low prodution rates of the rel-
evant isotopes and the limitations of the high voltage supply in the light olletion
region during the experiment. Care has been taken during the evaluation to sub-
stantiate the spetra through statistial analysis. The alibration of the eletroni
parameters, the eld and the mass fators, was neessary to extrat Æhr
2
i, however
this was hallenging. A pre-experimental alibration on stable isotopes was impos-
sible due to the lak of available stable isotopes. Hene, the alibration was arried
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out using neighbouring elements inluding a statistial investigation of the under-
lying assumptions. By tting the hyperne struture it was possible to onrm the
I = 5=2 spin assignment for both
101
Nb and
103
Nb and preliminary spin assignments
of I = (3); (4) or (5) for
102
Nb inluding the respetive possible magneti moments
and quadrupole moments were obtained. The extrated nulear parameters were
interpreted within the droplet model and the Nilsson model.
The present data would not have been obtained without the help of a new exper-
imental method whih was optial pumping in the ooler. Through the introdution
of a high powered and frequeny broadened laser beam into the ion beam ooler
at JYFL, it was possible to manipulate the eletroni population of the low lying
atomi states. The suessful appliation of this method made it possible to extend
the range of transitions suitable to spetrosopy. Ground state transitions whih are
usually used for spetrosopy are not available in niobium or proved to have very
poor eÆieny. Optial pumping in the ooler allowed spetrosopy from a low-lying
metastable state. The new tehnique was used for the rst time to onrm the spin
in
100
Y and to obtain data on the neutron-deient side of
93
Nb [11℄ and an now
be used to extend the range of elements available for investigation at JYFL.
Potentially there is more work to be done on the neutron-rih niobium isotopes.
The measurement of
100
Nb would allow a better understanding on the exat devel-
opment of the shape transition at N = 60. An unambiguous determination of the
102
Nb spin assignment would allow a stronger onlusion on the underlying shell
struture in that region. So far, many exited states in
102
Nb have only been as-
signed tentatively and knowledge of the ground state spin and parity would help
understand the struture and exited states of this nuleus. There are possibilities
for laser spetrosopy to obtain a better understanding of the
102
Nb ground state.
Figure (5.15) in setion 5.6 an now be used to obtain further peaks of the spe-
trum whih would in turn improve the hyperne struture analysis. Figure (5.15)
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Figure 6.1: Predition of the hyperne struture in
102
g
Nb for the transition at
322.5475 nm ( 2356.760 m
 1
5s
5
F
1
! 33351.000 m
 1
5p
5
G
o
2
) for the spins I =
3, 4 and 5.
also shows that for all three possible spin assignments, the tted spetra are very
similar, so that it ould be diÆult to infer a denite spin assignment from this tran-
sition. Oine experiments (setion 4.2) showed that another transition at 322.5475
nm (2356.760 m
 1
5s
5
F
1
! 33351.000 m
 1
5p
5
G
o
2
) proved very eÆient with 1
photon in 6750 ions when tried for optial pumping. Preditions for the
102
Nb hy-
perne struture are shown in gure (6.1), with nulear moments taken from table
(5.8). If the whole struture of this transition was to be reorded in an experiment,
the ombination with the struture from the 290.82 nm transition should allow an
unambigious assignment of the
102
Nb spin. One experimental diÆulty is the mix-
ture of
102
Nb with
102m
Nb omponents. Here, it ould be tried to tag the
102
Nb
ground state ions during the experiment by using a -detetor at the end of the
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ion-laser interation region. A seond possibility would be to inrease the storage
time of the ions in the ion beam ooler to derease the fration of 1.3 s
102m
Nb
state. However, this is not feasible at the moment due to moleular formation in
the ion beam ooler at long storage times. Under these irumstanes it might be
suÆient to san the three most dominant peaks in the spetrum in gure (6.1)
and investigate the relative distane between them. The same idea was used for the
spin assignment of
100
Y where a measurement of two hyperne struture peaks in a
seond transition was suÆient for an unambiguous spin assignment [11℄.
The re-investigation of the molybdenum hain would be of partiular interest in
the A  100 region. The data presented by Charlwood [10℄ was obtained using a
J = 1=2! J = 1=2 atomi transition whih was not sensitive to nulear quadrupole
moments. The appliation of optial pumping will allow the hoie of transitions
that allow the extration of nulear deformation data.
In summary, the development of the optial pumping tehnique opens up a whole
new eld of nulear ases to be investigated that extend far beyond nulei in the
N  60 region. For the niobium data, optial pumping proved ruial as a method
to obtain nulear struture information that allows us to deepen our understanding
of this interesting region.
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Appendix A
APPENDIX
A.1 Treating orrelated errors
The errors on the gradients and interepts obtained by plotting modied isotope
shifts Æ
AA
0
i
versus modied dierential harge radii Æhr
2
i
AA
0
Z
0
of neighbouring
elements are intrinsially orrelated. Eah of these King Plots (see setion 5.4)
are based on three data pairs (Æhr
2
i
A
j
A
0
Z
0
, Æ
A
j
A
0
), j = 1::3, with individual errors
(
Æhr
2
i
A
j
A
0
Z
0
, 
Æ
A
j
A
0
). The parameters F and 
ref
M
i
that are alulated from the
datapoints will have varianes 
2
F
and 
2
M
respetively and are orrelated by their
ovariane 
2
FM
.
Bevington [63℄ explains that the variane 
2
F
of the eld fator F an be dened
as

2
F
=
1
N
X
i
(

F   F
i
)
2
(A.1)
where

F is the mean of a distribution of individual F
i
, i = 1; ::; N . The variane 
2
M
is similarly dened. The ovariane 
2
FM
is

2
FM
=
1
N
X
i
(

F   F
i
)(

M  M
i
) (A.2)
When the varianes 
2
F
, 
2
M
and ovariane 
2
FM
are alulated, the individual
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error (
Æhr
2
i
A
j
A
0
Z
0
, 
Æ
A
j
A
0
) on eah data pair (Æhr
2
i
A
j
A
0
Z
0
, Æ
A
j
A
0
) needs to be taken into
aount. This an be done by using a Monte Carlo simulation. In the Monte Carlo
simulation, the measured experimental values Æhr
2
i
A
j
A
0
Z
0
and Æ
A
j
A
0
are seen as the
entroids of Gaussian distributions with standard deviations 
Æhr
2
i
A
j
A
0
Z
0
j
and 
Æ
A
j
A
0
.
The distribution is dened as [84℄
G

Æhr
2
i
A
j
A
0
Z
0
k
jÆhr
2
i
A
j
A
0
Z
0
; 
Æhr
2
i
A
j
A
0
Z
0

=
1

Æhr
2
i
A
j
A
0
Z
0
p
2
 exp
8
<
:
(Æhr
2
i
A
j
A
0
Z
0
k
  Æhr
2
i
A
j
A
0
Z
0
)
2
2
2
Æhr
2
i
A
j
A
0
Z
0
9
=
;
(A.3)
where Æhr
2
i
A
j
A
0
Z
0
k
is the kth sample value drawn from the distribution G with mean
Æhr
2
i
A
j
A
0
Z
0
and standard deviation 
Æhr
2
i
A
j
A
0
Z
0
. A similar distribution an be onstruted
for the isotope shifts Æ
A
j
A
0
.
For the King Plots of the elements krypton, rubidium, strontium and zironium,
these distributions were onstruted and samples in form of random numbers were
repeatedly drawn from these distributions. The sample data points were tted by
minimising 
2
(see equation 5.9) and the gradient F and interept 
ref
M were
obtained for eah sample data set. Figure (A.1) shows the distributions for the
niobium Æ
AA
0
versus zironium Æhr
2
i
AA
0
Z
0
King plot. The obtained distributions
allow alulation of the varianes 
2
F
, 
2
M
and the ovariane 
2
FM
from equations
(A.1) and (A.2).
To obtain the error on the interpolation of the eld fators and mass fators a
generalized-least squares t an be used [84℄:
A set of four data points (F
i
, M
i
) , i = Kr, Rb, Sr, Zr, was obtained from
Monte Carlo simulation with varianes 
2
F
i
and 
2
M
i
and orrelation 
2
F
i
M
i
between
them. Two parameters z
1
=

F and z
2
=

M shall be found through interpolation. A
Lagrange equation L in matrix form an be set up to solve the problem as one of a
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Figure A.1: The histograms of the Gaussian distributions for gradient and interept
of a King plot of modied niobium isotope shifts Æ
AA
0
versus modied dierential
zironium harge radii Æhr
2
i
AA
0
Z
0
, obtained by Monte Carlo simulation. A normal
distribution has been tted to the distributions.
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funtion with onstraints [84℄
L =
1
2
v^
 1
v
T
+ G (A.4)
where v ontains the residuals

F   F
i
and

M   M
i
, ^ ontains the varianes as
diagonal elements and ovarianes as o-diagonal elements,  ontains the Lagrange
multipliers and G ontains a onstraint for eah datum point, namely

F   F
i
and

M  M
i
. In the present ase, the ontraints are independent of the atomi numbers
Z.
For an extremum point of L it is neessary that
r
x
L = 0; r
z
L = 0;r

L = 0 (A.5)
Here, r
i
are gradients with respet to x, z and . By re-arranging it is possible to
eliminate  to get
(r
z
G)
T
[(r
x
G)
T
℄
 1
^
 1
( v
T
) = 0 (A.6)
where

F and

M are the only unknowns. This equation an be solved analytially
for both the orrelated and the unorrelated ase. For the unorrelated ase one
obtains the known expression for the weighted mean

F =
P
F
i

2
F
i
P
1

2
F
i
(A.7)
and similar for

M . For the orrelated ase

F =
(C
2
  C
4
)[ C
3
( D
1
) D
3
C
1
℄ + C
3
[( D
1
)(C
2
  C
4
)  C
1
( D
2
+D
4
)℄
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1
[ C
3
( D
1
) D
3
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1
)

M =
( D
1
)(C
2
  C
4
)  C
1
( D
2
+D
4
)
 C
3
( D
1
) D
3
C
1
(A.8)
Here,
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(A.9)
and i = Kr, Rb, Sr, Zr.
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